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The Crosley Musicone
a startling improvement in looks and tone over loud -speakers

Already replacing thousands
In camp or home, this remarkable development of radio reproduction will greatly
increase your delight in radio.
It is a new idea. It diffuses the sound. Upon hearing it for the first time one is at loss
to locate the source of the music. Its perfection of reproduction is uncannily real.
Its price, like all Crosley products, is very low because of the half -million production
plans under which it is being built. Hear it at all Crosley dealers now.

Crosley owns and operates station WLW, Cincinnati, the
first remotely controlled super -power broadcasting station.

Crosley manufactures receiving sets which are licensed under Armstrong U. S.
Patent No. 1,113,149, and priced from $14.50 to $65, without accessories.

The Crosley Radio Corporation
Towel Crosley, Jr., President

7401 Sassafras Street, Cincinnati

$
175

Add 10'",West
of Rocky

Mountains

Better-Costs Less

The Marvels of Radio!
Incredible to those
who don't know!

The Crosley 1 -Tube 50
Crocky's development of the
famous Armstr.,,, regenerative
circuit enables you to "roam" the
country and enjoy the thrill of
picking up distant .stations just
as though you owned a multi -tube
set, -all with one tube and at

$14.50, without accessories.

2 -Tube Crosley 51
Same as wonderful Crosley 50
with additional tube amplifier.
Local and nearby stations on loud-
speaker always and distance up
to 1500 miles under average con-
ditions. Much greater range with
head phones. $18.50, without

accessories.

3 -Tube Crosley 52
A larger set for those who want
greater reception range on the
loud -speaker. Operates on three
tubes, using wet or dry batteries.
Consistent loud -speaker range
1500 miles or more. $30, with-

out accessories.

The Crosley Trirdyn
Special

3 -Tubes do the work of 5
A unique circuit combining tuned
radio frequency, regeneration and
reflexed amplification that equals
in results the work of 5 and 6
tubes. Non - re -radiating. $65

without accessories.
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THE HANDSOME PORTABLE
A Speaker Set That Works Anywhere

By
Herbert E.

Hayden
(Photographed by

the Author)
M/1 ANY a portable

conceived aes-
thetically but execut-
ed wretchedly.
When the construc-
tional engineering is
tackled it is found
to present numerous
problems.

A portable should
be serviceable under
all operating condi-
tions and should be
good-looking. With
these ideas in mind I
set about to design
a portable that would
represent, at comple-
tion, those ideas of
handsomeness a n d
efficiency that I
toyed with as I lost

FIG. 2, the panel view of the portable. Note that the panel Is horizontal. Instead of in the conventional upright
position. The tubes used are UV199. Directly behind then, are the terminal posts. The two tuning condenserdials are at left and right. The middle dial is for regeneration contra/. One rheostat and one neutralizing con-
denser knob are the other objects appearing prominently on the dial. The knob at lower right is for the variable

resistance across the primary of the first audio transformer, but this may be omitted.

THE CARRYING CASE (above) makes a neat
"package." Below is the folding horn, which fits

inside the case.

F G. 3, rear view of Hayden's Handsome Portable and Fig.
one side

some sleep over theories evolved to meet
practice.

The result was a set so good-looking
that I decided to name it Handsome.
Then I began to worry a little about the
operation of the set under those uncertain
conditions encountered as one journeys
across the country or penetrates the wood -

4 (lower photo), the view as seen from

land to the very source of a great river.
My fears proved groundless, I am

pleased to report, for the set stood up
under every test and ran neck and neck
with the 8 -tube Super -Heterodyne that
was taken along as the companionable
comparison.

The circuit is very powerful and has
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A Cleverly -Designed Portable

A SIDE VIEW, showing how the batteries are placed. The loop is at left.

to be so, because of occasional poor re-
ception conditions that one may expect to
find in woodland and lakeside, and which
must be overcome. There must be no
uncertainty usually attendant on getting
aerial connections and suitable ground,
hence a loop must be used. This set
operates with very excellent efficiency on
a self-contained loop.

Severe Requirements Met
The radio -frequency side of the circuit

amplifies very greatly the incoming sig-
nal, for there are the equivalent of three
and a half stages of RF, the regenerative
feature of the second RF stage represent-
ing one and a half stages by itself. One
of the audio stages is reflexed and one of
the RF steps is neutralized, to assurs
balance and stability. Everything that
goes into this set is first-class, so that
there will be no disappointment.  The two
tuning condensers are imperative.

The set is one of the most selective
that I have ever operated and will tune
out a very powerful broadcasting station
that is only a few blocks away, bringing
in a' weaker station a few hundred miles
off. Thus the set, while an excellent

Loop
C

Cl h

portable, is splendidly adapted to home
use after one returns from the great out-
doors. The commercially made case,

3

01),

24II

1. L

HOW the brackets which hold panel appear in
case. When you buy the case or cabinet the
holes for the brackets will not he present and
they will have to be.. drilled. To emphasize the

location of the brackets circles are shown.

the specially cut panel which fits in it
so snugly, the socket subpanel and the
other provisions all unite to make one
splendid achievement.

How to Wind the Coils

L1L2L3, is a small -sized coil. LIL2
are wound on a piece of tubing or quartz-
ite rods 2%" in diameter and 2%" high.
There are 18 turns on the primary. No.
24 silk over cotton wire is used throughout.
The secondary contains 60 turns. There
is scant separation between the primary
and the secondary. This is not detrimental
to the set in any way. L3, the tickler, is
wound on a piece of tubing or quartzite
rods 13." in diameter, 19 turns on each

(Concluded on page 25)

THE loop is easily turned for directional effect.

'CD. Ls

KZ>

B

B -

FIG. 1, the electrical wiring of Hayden's Handsome Portable, which embodies tuned radio -frequency amplification, reflex, neutralization and regeneration.
Four tubes are employed and they do the work of five. The presence of regeneration accounts for the equivalent of one and a half stages of RF, hence

there are theoretically three and a half stages of RF tube detector and two audio stages.
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THE FREEDOM REFLEX
By Capt. P. V. O'Rourke

MANY persons constantly inquire for
a non -radiating 3 -tube set that still

can give good selectivity and volume. They
do not want regen-
eration, because the
set is for general
family use, includ-
ing children, and
they are afraid that
lack of care in tun-
ing will cause
neighbors consider -
a b l e annoyance.
And, besides, the
controls are limited
by the inquirers to
only two, on the
plea that no mem-
ber of the family
has more than two
hands.
It is really sur-

prising that so little attention has been
paid generally to the hookup, Fig. 1,

which is probably the most stable and
satisfactory 3 -tube reflex that you could
build for aerial operation. Factory -made
products, using only three tubes, may ac-
complish more, because reflexing, espec-
ially inverse reflexing, is a fine art. But
the set shown in Fig. 1 will cause no
trouble, either during building or after-
ward, and a reflex with the trouble ele-
ment taken out must indeed be inviting.

Set Needs No Neutralizing
Why no neutralization you may ask.

First, because none should be necessary
with only one stage of radio -frequency
amplification. It's the second RF stage
that compels the inclusion of some stab-
ilizing device, like a balancing condenser,
potentiometer, plate resistance or the like.
If by any chance oscillations do occur
where not wanted-which would be only
below 450 meters-the neutralizing con-
denser may be inserted. However, I have
built several of these sets; neutralization
never was necessary, hence I will not in-
clude directions for neutralization tap, etc.

There are only two coils to make, one
for the aerial circuit (L1L2), the other
for the interstage coupling (L31..4).

This circuit is characterized by freedom
from squawking, freedom from difficulty
in construction or operation, and freedom
from excessive number of controls. There-
fore it is called the Freedom Reflex,
which has a timely touch to it, too.

No rheostats are employed, the resist-
ance elements in the filament minus lead
being Amperites suited to the tubes em-
ployed. It is all right to use the Am-
perite in the detector stage of this cir-
cuit. Thus one switch controls the en-
tire filament lighting. As the set is de-
signed for speaker' operation, no phone
jack is provided.

The Panel
The set may be constructed on a 7x18"

panel. The panel may be divided hori-
zontally, with a line 3" from top, and the
center holes for the condenser shafts
drilled 4i/2" from extreme left and ex-
treme right, respectively. The only ob-
jects appearing on the panel are the
switch S, the dials and the jack. The
switch may be of the push-pull type, but
if you can get the toggle kind with a
small mounting hole required, that works
more smoothly. The usual toggle switch
(left and right or up and down motion)
requires too big a panel hole, 1" or so, and
few have the instrument necessary to
drill this, or care for such a big "dent"
in the panel.

The switch should be placed at a point

CAPT. PETER
V. O'ROURKE

00 000
F

I
Switch

B Get

FIG. 1, the Freedom Reflex, so-called because of its freedom from trouble either during or after
construction. There are only two controls. The panel has the two dials for these, one switch and
one jack-that's all. It's simplicity itself, and a fine, dependable set that tunes quietly and may be logged.

near the A plus line to the terminal strip
(binding posts).

The aerial coil is made of No. 22 double
cotton covered wire on a 3%" diameter,
either tubing or basketweave, Li consist-
ing of 17 turns and 12 of 43 turns, each
winding separate and distinct, and the
separation between 3/3'. L3 is wound also
on a 3%" diameter, consisting of 12 turns
of the same kind of wire, L4 having
45 turns. If, after the set is in opera-
tion, it is found that Cl has higher dial
readings than C2, then remove a turn or
two from L4, until the two dials read to-
gether. The variable condensers should
be of the same make and capacity, .0005
mfd.

The coils should be mounted at right
angles to each other, the aerial coil (L1L2)
usually being mostly conveniently placed
at left rear of baseboard, with coil axis
parallel with the baseboard (the coil
lengthwise, running in the direction of
the panel width of 18"). The other coil
may be placed to the right of C2, with
form bottom secured to the baseboard
with angles.

The connections to the coils should be
such that ground and F minus connections
in the aerial circuit RFT are adjacent
and B plus and positive A connections
in the interstage coupler are adjacent.

C3 is the grid condenser, C4, C5 and Co
being by-pass condensers. These by-pass
condensers in some cases, probably many
cases, may be omitted entirely, but if

LIST OF PARTS
Two radio -frequency transformers,

L1L2., L3L9.
Two .0005 mfd. variable condensers,

Cl, C2.
Three socket,.
Two 4" dials.
Two dial pointers.
Three 1A Amperites (for 201A

tubes).
Fixed condensers, C3, .00025 mfd.

C4, .0001 mfd., CS and C6, .001 mfd.
One 2-megohm grid leak, R2.
Two audio -frequency transformers.
One single -circuit jack.
One battery switch, S.
One 7x18" panel.
Accessories: One 7x17" baseboard

aerial wire, ground clamp, lightning
arrestor, lead-in wire, cabinet, speak-
er, A and B batteries, jack plug, four
UV 201A, C 301A or DV2 tubes, ter-
minal strip, internal connectin; wire,
hardware.

volume isn't what you feel it should be,
put them in, and your solution is found.
Sometimes there is enough automatic by-
passing. If there isn't, then you need the
fixed condensers.

The condenser C4 is physically mounted
across the secondary of the first audio
transformer.

Tube, Socket and Battery
Tips for Portable Fans

By Sidney E. Finkelstein
Associate, Institute of Radio Engineers
SOME day perhaps there will be just

standard sockets, but to -day there are
at least three kinds, (1) standard, for the

run of tubes; (2) the
199 variety and (3) the
WD11 and C11 type.
To use the 199 tubes in
standard sockets, spec-
ial adapters are neces-
sary. There are no
adapters, so far as I
know, so that 199 tubes
can be used in WD11
sockets.

The socket question
assumes the proportions
of a problem some-
times. This is partic-

FINKELSTEIN ularly true when one is
SIDNEY E.

considering the construction of a portable
set. The smaller tubes may be preferred,
because of the smaller space required for
them and the A battery. Thus, 199 tubes
or equal will do nicely. For RF they equal
the 201A and 301A tubes, while as detectors
they run about even also. The audio vol-
ume from 199 tubes is about three-quarters
that obtained from the 201A. But any sta-
tion that can be heard on the speaker with
201A tubes can be heard on the speaker
with 199 or 299 tubes.

The DV3 tubes have the same character-
istics as the 199s. The DV3, however, are
made by the DeForest Company, and fit
in standard sockets (the same as the 201A).
Thus, if one already has standard sockets
and desires to construct a portable, he
may have overlooked the fact that the
DV3 tubes will do very well here, two par-
allel -connected 4% -volt A batteries (the
usual C battery type) being enough to
operate four tubes economically.
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Diamond Hailed as the Best
by Fans Who Know Their Radio

THE Diamond of the Air is proving one
of the most popular circuits ever pre-

sented by RADIO Wo}u.D. Indeed, it seems
that it will be the most popular of all.

The reasons are not in any way be-
clouded. There is nothing tricky about
the circuit. It is a regenerative detector,
proceded by a stage of tuned radio -fre-
quency amplification. These require two
tubes. The two remaining tubes are for
the transformer -coupled audio.

Great volume is produced from this cir-
cuit. Selectivity is very good. If excep-
tional selectivity is necessary, for instance
because you live less than a mile from a
powerful broadcasting station, use a loop.
The circuit is not reflexed and it depends
only on the one RF stage and regenerative
detector for successful loop operation.
When the circuit was first described by
Herman Bernard as a loop set, letters be-
gan to trickle into RADIO WORLD'S office
doubting the efficacy of loop operation on
this hookup, as seemingly no radio maga-
zine had ever made a serious presentation
of this actuality. Results have turned the
doubters into boosters.

There is no circuit, excepting perhaps

the Super -Heterodyne, that will do more
than the Diamond. When the amplifica-
tion at RF is greater than that produced
by this circuit, then some means of stabil-
ization must be introduced (which means
some loss -producing system, such as po-
tentiometer, reverse connections, neutral-
izing condenser, absorption coil, etc.). The
net result will be little gain for extra
tubes.

The circuit diagram of the Diamond of
the Air, showing a neutralizing condenser,
may be followed by those who want to
prevent radiation as much as they can.
In some cases radiation can be totally pre-
vented by inserting this condenser, Cn,
but not always.

The actual construction of the set was
fully described in a series of articles. Any-
body desiring to build the set should read
each issue containing an article on this
circuit. The issues are April 4, 11, 18, 25,
May 23 and 30, June 13 and 20. The issue
of June 20 dealt with the 3 -tube reflex,
which may be used for portable use, al-
though Mr. Bernard recommends the
straight 4 -tube set for best all-around ef-
ficiency. This issue will do for April 4.

C3 C4

oII n
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BUILT TWO SETS, BOTH
"GREAT," FAN REPORTS

RESULTS EDITOR:
I have built two Diamonds of the Air

and they are great. I am now building a
Diamond of the Air as a portable.

FLETCHER Waits,
725 N. Calvert St., Baltimore, Md.

*

550 MILES ON LOOP
HIS SUMMER RECORD

RESULTS EDITOR:
I constructed the Diamond of the Air

and I find it to be my favorite set. When
there is a large amount of static I plug
in the loop and listen unmolested. The
farthest station I have received on a loop
is KDKA, 550 miles. I would like one of
your nameplates, because the set is worth
having a name.

EDWIN YOUNG,
Box 36, Edgerton, Wis.

* * *

BETTER THAN ANY OTHER;
GETS DX AS IF BY MAGIC

RESULTS EDITOR:
I have just finished building my third

Diamond of the Air. I like it better than
any other set I have ever built. It gets
distance as if by magic. It sure has the
correct name, Diamond, Jem, Jewel, Joy.

P

FIG. 1, the wiring diagram of The Diamond of the

......0B+ BET

B4 AMP

BA-+
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Air, showing the inclusion of a neutralizing condenser. The tap is taken from the 15th turn from
the grid end of the detector secondary.

Loop May Be Used Successfully
The Diamond of the Air, operated as

an outdoor aerial set, is shown in Fig. 1.
This gives also the connections for a neu-
tralizing condenser, should the construc-
tor decide on neutralization.

The set may be successfully operated
on a loop, with a Winter range of about
500 miles, and good for Summer portable
use. The loop would be connected with
its terminals where the terminals of L2
are now. To provide facilities for both
loop and outdoor aerial options, insert
a double -circuit jack, not shown in the
diagram. The outside leaves of the jack
(one spring and the right angle frame)
connect as follows: frame to negative A
and condenser rotor, the other spring to
grid of the R. F. tube, at left, Fig. 1,
and to stator of C. F. The inside springs
of the jack .are connected to the terminals
of L2. Thus, when the loop plug is NOT
inserted, the aerial is in use, but when
the plug IS inserted the inside contacts
are opened up and only the loop connects
to the variable condenser.

A 3 -TUBE REFLEX FOR THE NOVICE, by
Feodor Rofpatkin. Schematic and picture dia-
grams, panel and assembly. Send 15c for March
28 ssue of RADIO WORLD.

LIST OF PARTS
One 3 -circuit coupler, LIL2L3 (Bruno

No. 77).
One radio -frequency transformer (Bruno

No. 55).
Two .0005 mfd. variable condensers, Cl,

C2.
One sub -panel bracket.
One 6 -ohm wire -wound rheostat, RI.
One Bradleystat, R2.
One .00025 mfd. fixed grid condenser,

Cs.
One .002 mfd. fixed condenser, C4 (C3,

.001, is optional).
One single -circuit jack (J2).
One double -circuit jack (J1), the other

for loop -aerial switching.
Two audio -frequency transformers.
Three 4" vernier dials.
Three dial pointers.
Four standard sockets.
One terminal block.

THE BABY PORTABLE, by Herbert E. Hay-
den. A 1 -tube DX set on a 7,Ax5I/.." panel. Send
30c for May 16 and 23 issues to RADIO \VORLD,
1493 Broadway, New York City.

I would not trade it for any set made,
barring none.

I would like to have three nameplates
for these sets.

DEWEY L. SUIT,
Box 308, Clarendon, Va.
* * *

GIRL BUILDS THE DIAMOND;
VERDICT NOW UNANIMOUS

RESULTS EDITOR:
I built The Diamond of the Air and it's

great. Please send me a nameplate.
MISS FERN HOSICINS,

R. D. Box 6, Plainville, Ill.
* * *

NAMEPLATES
Stanley Green, 777 South 2nd St., Philadelphia,

Pa.
L. Payette, Joliette, Quebec, Canada.
R. Hyde, 140 Nott Terrace, Schenectady, N. Y.
John Gross, 377 East 152nd St., Bronx, N. Y.

City.
J. K. Kreuger, 710 Camp St., McKees Rocks,

Pa.
Harry Noblitt, Edina, Mo.
Chas. T. Atkins, 65 Woodward Ave., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
Louis Settich, 1001 Centennial Ave., Middle-town, 0.
0. C. Miller, Atchinson, Kansas.
Harvey Mitchell, 140 Yorkville Ave., Toronto,

Ontario, Canada.
C. H. Gardner, 6921 Meade St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Miss Fiern Hoskins, R. 1, Box 56, Plainville, Ill.
Rev. Numa Boulet, Ecole d'Agriculture, Sainte

Anne de la Poeatieve, Kamouroska, Quebec,Canada.
J. H. Sanderlin, Box 309, Oakland Station, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
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An 8 -Tube Super -Heterodyne
Me
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FIG. I-The circuit of the 8 -tube Super -Heterodyne. The actual wiring of the set is not half so complicated as it appears. If you should redraw thisdiagram leaving the filament leads out you would be surprised et the simplicity of the circuit. True, there are sight tubes, which draw twoamperes, but the results far overweigh this Item.
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FIG. 2-The panel layout of the Super -Heterodyne. The panel is 7x26". Only 3" dials can be used on the Acme vernier condenser because of the extension
of the vernier knob.
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FIG. 3, the baseboard layout. Every Inch counts In the layout of the bestru ments. Short leads must be considered, interaction of currents must beat a minimum, losses must be low. The Ramie,. Inter -frequency coupler and transformers were used in this set. The filter coil is identical with theother transformers, but for the sake of clarity in Instructing you where to place the filter coil, it was specially drawn differently.

By Abner J. Gelula
PART I.

AT the mere mention of Super -Hetero-
dyne the uninitiated immediately think

of miles of complicated wiring, queer -
sounding and acting transformers, a grand
array of complicated tube -wiring, meters,
loops, outdoor aerials, frequencies, hetero-
dynes, etc. The building of the super-
heterodyne is no more complicated than
the little 1 -tube regenerator, but that there
is more to it. Practically every tube is
wired similarly to the previous tube, and,
although the circuit may appear to be a
hook-up for the telephone company, I
can assure you that it is far easier to

build than a reflex circuit and easier to
get operating right than a neutrodyne.

This set was built in six hours in the
laboratory of RADIO WORLD. On a little
2 -foot loop, nearly every station of 500
watts power and east of Chicago was
heard in the daytime on the loud speaker.
Selectivity was wonderful. While WOR,
Newark, N. J., was operating, WDAR in
Philadelphia was tuned in without any
semblance of interference. As for sensi-
tivity, KFI, KGO, KOA and KHJ were
heard on the loud speaker. KFI, KGO
and KHJ are on the Pacific Coast, while
KOA is located at Denver, Colorado. Vol-
ume is tremendous. It easily fills a large
auditorium, if you have a loud speaker
that will stand the entire output of the

second stage of audio -frequency. The
control of the volume is so fine that, from
filling an auditorium, the volume may be
cut down so low that it is barely audible,
without losing any degree of selectivity or
tone. Speaking of tone, it compares favor-
ably with any set of half the number of
tubes. Of course, much of the tone value
and undistorted output lies in the loud
speaker. You man connect a poor speaker
to a set, giving practically undistorted
output, and be unable to understand the
jabber emitted from the horn. But a well
designed outfit used in conjunction with a
good talker will be a pleasure.

This circuit is not "just another dyne."
The super -heterodyne was the first set to

(Concluded an page 27)
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The Meissner Circuit, Using
Heising's Modulation Plan

i/
Microphone

Ammeter

Antenna
Inductance

FIG. 1, showing how to connect a microphone
in the antenna circuit to modulate the radio -fre-

quency current being emitted.

Modulation
Transformer

7)2
Microphone

How to make a 5, 50 or 250 -watt trans-
mitter is described by Lewis Winner in b
4 -part article. Part I, "How to Become an
Amateur," was published last week (June
27) and gave instructions for learning the
code and getting a license.

PART II.

By Lewis Winner
Radio Engineer

AFTER studying the diagram of the
transmitter that was published last

week, much of which was new to a large
army of the fans, there are a batch of
things that need explanation as to the why
and wherefore of the successful opera-
tion/ of the set: (1) Why use the Heising
system of modulation? (2) Why use a
chemical rectifier and a filter also? (3)
Why use the Meissner circuit? (4) Why
use a counterpoise and a ground also?
(5) Can not one use the absorption or
grid method of modulation? (6) Are there
any other systems of employing a key in
the grid circuit?

We shall first discuss why we use the
Meissner circuit instead of the Hartley,
Colpitts, coupled Hartley, which is nearly
the same as the Meissner circuit, Reversed
Feed -Back circuit, or the Master Oscil-
lator. A very excellent circuit for quality
of reception is the Master Oscillator, but

C

41/2 V. to 18 V.

Filament

Plate

FIG. 2, showing how to connect a modulation transformer in the grid circuit of the oscillator tube.
The secondary of MT takes the place of the grid resistance.

Microphone

7-
vvvv R1

I----1111
B

0
-c

)

FIG. 3, how the Heising system of modulation looks in an electrical diagram. Note that the C
battery supplies microphone circuit, also keeping at the same time the grid at a negative potential.
Use about 20 volts C battery for a 5 watt tube and about 50 volts for the 50 watt tube. The
variation of the grid voltage to a high or a lower voltage will give a better or worse modulatory
note. It may be found that a very high negative potential such as about 100 volts will work very well.

this circuit is not very good for DX work,
unless you use very high-powered tubes,
and there the ordinary "ham" does not
fare well at all.

Flexibility of Set
The Meissner circuit was invented by

Dr. A. Meissner of the Telefunken Com-
pany, of Germany. This circuit is flexible,
as the grid and the plate 'coils are not
connected directly to the antenna, as is
done in the Colpitts and the Hartley. Thus
the set has more wavelength consistency.
In the other two circuits as soon as the
antenna swings or sags the capacity of
the antenna is decreased or increased,
the least little change affecting the
wavelength of the set. There is also
more resistance in those two circuits,
as the resistance present in the an-
tenna and ground systems is directly con-
nected in the grid and the plate circuits
of the actual transmitter, which makes
them less selective. The common thought
in this principle is that there will be more
signal output with the two circuits just
mentioned, which is very true, as you get
all the energy right from the tube to the
antenna, but selectivity is also necessary
and it is nearly absent in those two trans-
mitters. For low power, and high wave-
lengths those two circuits are nevertheless
recommended as you certainly do get all
you can out of a tube, but you have to keep
your eye on the wavemeter readings while
they vary (unless you have an antenna
which is non -swinging or sagging, this be-
ing nearly impossible).

In the Meissner Circuit we have the
very accurate way of obtaining feed back,
and that is the old faithful tickler coil
for tuning the plate, so often used in the
receiver and referred to as the 3 -circuit
tuner. As a matter of fact the only dif-
ference between the first part of a Meiss-
ner Circuit (the oscillator of the transmit-
ter) and a receiver is the key.

Ground and Counterpoise
As to why we use a ground and a coun-

terpoise, it is for the purpose of reducing
the resistance in the earth. This is an old
system and was used by an old radio
station in Spain in 1911. This is one of
the most wonderful methods to obtain the
maximum output of a transmitter where
there are favorable space conditions. The
counterpoise is installed right under the
antenna, that is, if the antenna is an L
type, 2 -wire antenna, the counterpoise
should consist of five or six wires. No
doubt many fans do not know about a
counterpoise. It is an antenna installed
directly underneath the prime antenna,
separation about 10 feet, provided the
prime antenna is about 25 feet above the
roof of the house. There are five wires
in the counterpoise and they run in a fan
fashion. They do not run in a straight
line as does the antenna. The only ob-
jection to this is that you need a large
amount of space for this type. In that
case the counterpoise may be left ou
entirely. The difference in the normal
output will be very small, (the system is
usually used with high powered transmit-
ters) but the probable range of the set
will decrease. This is a theoretical con-
dition, as it is dependent upon the loca-
tion of the set. There are some places
where a good ground is all that is needea
and still there are places where without a
counterpoise the output of the set is poor.
However, the ratio of the poor ground to
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A Chemical Rectifier for
5 to 250 -Watt Transmitters

Plate (6 Battery,
Potential Source

filament Voltage Scurcegri (Baum

Switch

Plate Poterrtlal
Source (B Battery)

element Voltage Spume (A Wool

FIG. 4, the top diagram shows how the key is
connected in the grid circuit, for use with low
power only. The bottom diagram shows how a
key is connected in the circuit, this being used
with higher power. This letter method employe
a key across a condenser of 2 mid. to prevent
any voltage surge. This system is used when

tubes are used In parallel.

a good ground is very small and the main
reason that this was placed in the dia-
gram was to illustrate the fact what a
counterpoise actually did in the trans-
mitter. This may be left out when draw-
ing the diagram at the Custom House.

Systems of Modulation
As for the systems of modulation used

in the transmitting sets, the Heising Sys-
tem stands out alone for the wonderful
quality that a set offers when it is em-
ploying that method of modulating speech
coming from the phone transmitter.

The first and simplest method of modu-
lation is using the microphone in the an-
tenna coil for modulating the current out-
put of the set. This is a very old method
and can only be used for low -power tubes,
say five watts. The best results can be ob-
tained from this method if the actual re-
.sistance of the microphone is exactly equal
to the resistance of the antenna. This
method of modulation is very poor because
the least change in the resistance in the
antenna, which is very liable to happen in
the rainy or in merely damp weather, will
affect the modulating qualities of the set.
See Fig. 1 for the diagram of hooking up
the microphone in this indifferent manner.

The next method of modulation is by
varying the grid voltage of the oscillator
'tube in a self excited transmitting system.
See Fig. 2 for the diagram illustrating the
method. The main trouble in this method
is the fact that the oscillator has to do
two things, (1) generate the current, (2)
modulate it. These functions cannot be
combined successfully. This voltage -varia-
tion method is only to be used with low
;power too.

The next and the best method of em-
ploying modulation is by the variation of
the plate current. Let us suppose that the
modulator tube is a sound -frequency gen-
erator which has for its excitation the
microphone and the battery in the grid
circuit. The sound frequency is a certain
number of cycles or alternations of cur-
rent per second of time. The output is
the power generated by this tube and is
given to the oscillator tube. The oscillator
tube now acts as a resistance, during
which time the energy from the generator
or modulator tube will be transferable to
the oscillator when an equilibrium exists.
The first engineer practically to employ
-this method of modulation, was R. A.

Antenna

Ibinsc Ban,

1111 is Of I III

A

+ 101 -
3 Volts

Helix

Counterpoise

Ground

FIG. 5, the famous buzzer modulation scheme.
The buzzer acts as a modulator of the radio
frequency current. The armature of the buzzer
vibrates, thereby sending out interrupted con-

tinuous wave signals.

Heising, of the Western Electric Com-
pany.

A peculiar thing to note about the choke
coil used in this system is that as you
increase the impedance of the coil the
transfer of energy from the modulator
or generator tube to the oscillator tube
lessens. It would be great if we could
have a choke coil whose impedance would
go to infinity, throughout the whole range
of sound frequencies (90 to 6,000 cycles).
These frequencies refer only to the voice
frequencies used more regularly. The
maximum frequencies of 9,000 cycles are
sometimes used, but the persons who
have such a vocal maximum are very few
and the same applies to the very low bass
frequencies. The whole trouble lies
the fact that there is always present in
the coil a lot of resistance. It is a. well
known fact that about 75 per cent of the
power will be obtained when the imped-
ance of the choke coil is equal approxi-
mately to two times the actual resistance
of the oscillator and the modulator tubes.
The tubes used for this purpose will have
the same characteristics, that is the re-
sistances of both tubes will have to be
equal. You obtain transfer of energy only
when the impedance is equal to the re-
sistance of either tube. See Fig. 6 for
the diagram showing how to build the
choke coil.

There is still another method of modula-
tion, the method concerning only the mod-
ulation of ICW (interrupted continuous
wave). Most of us know that in pure
CW work, the continuous radio -frequency
note put out by the transmitter is broken
up with a key into dots and dashes, each
dot and dash having a certain time ele-
ment. The key is placed in the circuit as
per Fig. 4. While we are at this stage
I might as well discuss the fact that
these signals cannot be heard in an ordi-
nary receiver. The heterodyne method of
reception must be employed. Construct
a separate oscillator. See June 20 issue on
"Oscillating Wavemeters." Put the oscil-
lator in inductive relation to a non -regen-
erative receiver. If the set is regenerative
this method is not necessary.

Just set your tube oscillating and tune
in the signal, which will be heard at the
point where the difference of the signal
is equal to an audio -frequency note. Set
the oscillator going at a certain frequency,
say 499,500 cycles, and let the incoming
wave have a frequency of 500,000 cycles.
Then what is known as a beat note will
actuate the phones, this being of a fre-
quency equal to the difference between
500,000 cycles and 499,000 cycles, or a
500 -cycle audio -frequency note. This
method probably necessitates a special re -

q/..

d

CHOKE COIL

/For Heising System \
\ or Modulation

FIG. 6, showing the heavy choke coil for use
with the Noising System of Modulation. There
are 3,000 turns of No. 28 enameled wire used
for the 9 watt tube, for the SO watt, use No.
24 enameled wire and same number of turns as
5 watt. The width of the air -gap ranges from
1/32" to 3/32". The core dimensions for the 5
watt tube are 2x1", for the 50 watt, 31/2x11,4". The
core is No. 26, silicon -steel lamination. (This is

called "X" in hint week's diagram.)

ceiver, but as for the transmitting end
it is much better so far as distance is con-
cerned, than the other method, which is
on the same style as the old "spark"
transmitters, except that the wave is a
bit sharper.

The ICW method of transmission is
clearly illustrated in Fig. 5. Here the
radio -frequency output is broken up into
little bars, at an audio -frequency rate, and
in a musical tone. No doubt many fans
have heard the "hams" on the air with
this type of transmitter, as this is easily
picked out from the other types, because
each set has its particular musical note.
In Fig. 5 we use a buzzer connected in
series with the antenna and which modu-
lates the current. Some hams prefer to
use a chopper, which is nothing more than
a motor which has on its shaft a commu-
tator, having a certain number of copper
slots, each insulated from each other. A
piece of copper makes contact with these
commutator slots. The motor is then set
to go. The motor revolves at a rate so
as to produce a musical note at the receiv-
ing end. This method is expensive and
very undesirable in the home, as there is
a lot of noise produced. The peculiar note
resulting is often heard in the broadcast
receivers, you will often hear the note
start low and then go all the way up
to a very high-pitched note due to the
fact that the motor does not immediately
start with great speed. It usually takes
about 50 to 70 seconds for the motor to
get at its regular speed. This method is
used only where extremely high power is
desired. The buzzer will work very well
with a 5 or 50 -watt tube, although the
higher is likely to cause the buzzer to be
irregular and produce an unmusical note.
This is caused by the overloading of the
little buzzer, which is only made to stand
a certain load. This is all there is of im-

(Continued on page 28)
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The Pressley as a Portable
ONE of the

most popular
of Super -Hetero-
dynes, the Press-
ley, is well adapt-
ed to portable
use. The photos
show the set of
Rossiter, Tyler &
McDonell, I n ,

consulting radio
engineers, of 136
Liberty St., New
York City.

The marvelous
feats of this set,
i t s compactness
and the wonder-
ful volume and
selectivity, c o m-
bine to afford the
highest virtues.
Fig. 2 shows how
the front of the
portable set looks
when completed.

This set w a s
put to very ex-
haustive tests by
members of RADIO
WORLD'S staff. The
receiver was
turned on in the
general executive
offices of RADIO
WORLD, which are
in a heavily shielded district. The volume
from the set was loud enough to be heard
through partitions. The cover of the
case, in which the set is installed, was
then closed, and the complete receiver was
then carried into Broadway, still working.
One of the members of the staff carried
the set as he walked up and down Broad-
way amid Saturday afternoon crowds.
The music could be clearly heard by peo-
ple in the street 50 feet away from the
set. A great crowd stopped to hear the
concert and many marveled at the won-
derful clarity and volume which was pour-
ing forth from the Musicone speaker in
the set.

The set was now taken into the New
York "Times" building. As soon as it
was placed here the volume decreased
about 50%, due to the steel in the beams.
When the set was put into the solid brass -
enclosed elevator, there was not a mur-
mur, due to complete shielding. The set

5

2

A

FIG. 1, showing a closeup of the front of the panel of the P ortable Pressley Super -Heterodyne. Note how neatly and care -hilly the panel was laid out. The jack used here is of the filament control type. The panel is 12" in length and 7" in height,the photo being one-half scale. (Wide World.)

FIG- 2, how the whole set looks when the case
is opened up. The coil antenna is in the cover
at the right-hand side of the picture. 'rhe bat-
teries are placed in the back of the receiver.
Note the novel way in which the Crosley Musicale
speaker was installed in the case. The set was

in operation when this picture was taken.

I2

was taken off at the ninth floor, where
it offered some real scientific data to
those conducting the tests. As the set
was passed through the hall the volume
decreased and increased by turns. The
set was then put right next to where a
steel beam was known to be present. Not
a sound came forth from the speaker. It
was then moved no more than one foot
and the volume shot up to maximum.
This certainly proved that steel absorbs
radio signals, and answers a lot of quer-
ies as to why such and such a receiver
will not work here and yet work in an-
other place. Almost every beam in the
building was picked out with this set,
using the above method, and the results
were verified mechanically.

The UV199 tubes are used throughout
the set. To tune the set, two Ramler
variable condensers are used. The coil
antenna is in the cover of the case, which
is turned for directional effect.

+ 45 B

+ I

11.

A - C

FIG, 3, the electrical diagram of the Pressley Super -Heterodyne. This is exactl y the same fundamental circuit as used in the portable receiver. The filamentw ring differs slightly. There is no filament control jack in the dingnvn,but instead these is a double circuit jack in the output of the first audio stageand a single circuit jack for the output of the second audio stage. FFor por table use the filament jack is to be preferred and is only in the last stage.There are three taps on the loop as you see on the diagram, these being designated on the front of the panel by the switch, which is labelled L and S.The Sangrono Pressley Super -Heterodyne kit is used.
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WHY KDKA
IS A PUZZLE
ON HF BELT

WASHINGTON.
RREBROADCASTING experiments now

in progress on short waves (high -
frequencies) may make possible in the
near future an international exchange of
programs. Recently there was announce-
ment that radio programs will be ex-
changed between Berlin and New York.
On several occasions British programs
have been picked up and rebroadcast in
the United States.

The greatest success with rebroadcast-
ing has been on short waves, below 100
meters. At present several stations are
using short wavelengths for the regular
transmission of programs to distant points
for rebroadcasting purposes. A number
of other stations are experimenting with
the short waves to determine their pos-
sibilities.

There are definite wave bands reserved
exclusively for rebroadcasting purposes.
These bands are in meters:

26.3 to 27.3
30 to 33.3
52.6 to 54.5
60 to 66.6
105 to 109

Any fan with apparatus capable of tun-
ing in these low wavelengths may listen
in on programs originally transmitted for
rebroadcasting purposes.

However, there is no definite schedule
showing when most of these wavelengths
are used. The license which permits sta-
tions to use these wavelengths allows a
great deal of latitude. The station can
use almost any wavelength in the pre-
scribed band at any time, so long as it
does not interfere with others.

The reason for this latitude is that it
permits experiments. For instance, a
wavelength capable of satisfactory trans-
mission and reception during the day may
experience considerable static and fading

A MAKF-9/IIF r nit.n u the
boat ono CAM 11111V on vacation.
NV an ordinary earphone In the
hese of a tin horn serves u a
speaker. If the horn et  busted

you're out all of 75 oasts.

WGY First to Make Public
Definite Programs of Work

Done on the Short Waves
THE air of secrecy surrounding the short-wave work of the stations is being

purified by a little publicity. WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., is the first to take
pains to inform the public when they should listen in and on what wave. This is much
to its credit, as there seemed to exist a conspiracy of silence on this subject, exposed
in a recent editorial in RADIO WORLD. The WGY announcement:

"All programs of WGY, Schenectady, may now be found on four wavelengths.
Experimenters in the field of radio are thus afforded an opportunity to compare the
same program under similar conditions but with differences in power and frequency.

"Evening programs of the General Electric Company's eastern station (WGYT are
going out on four channels as follows:

WGY, 3795 meters. 2XK, 109 meters.
2XAF, 38 meters. 2XAH, 1,660 meters.

"The last three groups of call letters are special experimental licenses of the General
Electric Company.

"In broadcasting on higher and lower wavelengths than those provided in the band
assigned by the government to broadcasting stations the General Electric radio engi-
neers are pursuing an exhaustive research into the problem of transmission under all
conditions of service, daylight and dark, summer and winter, under various degrees
of power and with a variety of, antenna arrangement.

"Radio fans who are equipped to receive the higher and lower wavelengths are
asked to report to the engineers on their reception with particular reference to qual-
ity, fading and strength of signal on different wavelengths. For example, if the
signal on the 38 -meter wavelength rides through clearly white the 379.5 signal of WGY
is blasted by static or smothered by fading, the engineers will be very much inter-
ested in knowing about it. Your report may become an important factor to them
in solving some of the many perplexing problems of radio transmission.

"Stations 2XAF, 2XK and 2XAH are located at the transmission laboratory of
the General Electric Company, three miles from the city of Schenectady. This 54 -acre
tract contains a total of thirteen buildings, five of which are used to house transmit-
ting equipment, four for power machinery and the remaining four contain the tuning
coils for the antenna systems."

It probably required some courage for WGY to break away from the old fogies'
rule of silence and invite fan co-operation and reports, as suggested in the editorial.
Now let all of the others follow suit, as well as they can. Some can not give out the
information so sure-footedly because of varying use of waves.

Kodel to Use Short -Waves
From Expurgated Rum Yacht

ARUM -RUNNER confiscated off the
Atlantic coast has been purchased

by Clarence E. Ogden, president of the
Kodel Radio Corporation. It will be used
on the Ohio River for broadcasting con-
certs, boat races and other features from
towns between New Orleans and Pitts-
burgh.

The rum yacht, formerly the Betty
Marie, was shipped to Cincinnati this
week by train. It will be skidded into
the river and moored behind the Kodel
factory, East Pearl Street.

The boat is a 37 -foot cabin cruiser,
equipped with a galley, sleeping accommo-
dations for 12 persons, and carries a pow-
erful engine. When captured, the yacht
was laden with liquor which according to
)gden, has been entirely removed.

Wishing to experiment with short-wave
lengths Ogden will apply for a license to

operate a 20 -to 30 -watt transmitter on
waves from 40 to 80 meters.

The boat will carry storage batteries
sufficient to give 700 volts. Four 10 -watt
tubes will enable the broadcasting of
voice or music over a range of 500 miles.

Collapsible antenna masts 25 feet high
will be built especially for the river broad-
casting station, the first of its kind in the
middle west.

Rebroadcasting from WKRC will be
one of the features. The concert sent
from the boat or a river town will be
picked up at the Alms Hotel and amplified
into the transmitter of WKRC, which
will rebroadcast with 1,000 watts power
on a longer wavelength.

It is probable that operation of "radio
boat" will not begin until late summer, as
a special compact transmitter must be

assembled.

during the night, while on some other
wavelength conditions may be absolutely
reversed.

By experimenting, stations can deter-
mine which wavelength is best for night
use, which is best for day use, and which
is best for use both day and night.

Two stations, KDKA, Pittsburgh, and
WALIG, Richmond Hill, N. Y., are do-
ing regular short-wave rebroadcasting.
KDKA, which transmits its programs to
KFKX, Hastings, Neb., for rebroadcast-
ing, does not use any regular short wave
for this purpose. Fans who desire to
pick up these short-wave broadcasts may
have to go over the entire short wave band
before locating the transmissions.

The Grebe station does not actually
broadcast on short waves. Connected

with the station, however, are two short-
wave portable transmitters. One of these,
which picks up programs where they can-
not be reached by land wires and for-
wards them to the main station, operates
on 63 meters. The other portable oper-
ates on 236 meters and is used to pick up
sporting events, such as baseball or foot-
ball games at the field, and transmit them
to the main station for rebroadcasting.

Predictions are that next year will wit-
ness the inauguration of regular short-
wave exchange of programs between
American and foreign stations. Fans who
desire to experiment in attempting to pick
up short-wave transmissions are advised
to begin immediately to construct appar-
atus capable of tuning in the low wave-
lengths.
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THE KEY TO THE AIR
KEY

Abbreviations: EST, Eastern Standard Time;
CST, Central Standard Time; MST, Mountain
Standard Time; PST, Pacific Standard Tbne;
DS, Daylight Saving Time.

How to tune in a desired distant station at just
the right time -Choose your station from the
list published herewith. See what time division
the station is under (EST CST, etc); then con-
sult the table below. Add to or subtract, as di-
rected from the time as given on the PROGRAM.
The result will be the same BY YOUR CLOCK
that you should tune In, unless daylight saving
time intervenes, as explained below. -The table:

If you
are In

EST
EST
EST
CST
CST
CST
MST
MST
MST
PST
PST
PST

And want a
station in
CST
MST
PST
EST
MST
PST
EST

PPSPSTT
EST
CST
DST

Subtract

1 it.r.

2 itrs.
1 hr.

3 hrs.
2 bra
1 hr.'

Add
1 hr.

hrs.
3 bra.

1 hr.
2 hrs.

1 Wt..

If you are under DST and the station you want
is under that time, too, or if both are under ST,
the above table will bold.

If you are under DST, and the station operates
under ST, add one hour to the table result.

If the station uses DST, and you are under ST,
subtract one hour from the table result.

FRIDAY, JULY 3

WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 (ESTDS)-11 AM
to 12.

WANG, Richmond Hill N. Y, 316 (ESTDS)-12
to 1:05 PM; 8 to 12 PM.

WAMD, Minneapolis, Minn., 243.8 (CST) -12 to 1
PM; 10 to 12.

WBBM, Chicago, EL, 226 (CST) -8 to II PM.
WBBR, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-8 PM

to 10.
WBOQ, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 236 (ESTDS)-7:30

PM to 11:30.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 333.1 (ESTDS)-6 PM

to 11.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416.4

(CST) -9:30 AM to 12 M; 1:30 to 4, 5:30 to 10.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa., 461.3 (ESTDS)-12:30 to

1:30 PM; 4:30 to 5:30; 6:30 to 11.
WDAF Kansas Qty, Kansas, 365.6 (CST) -3:30

to 7 PM; 8 to 10; 11:45 to 1 AM.
WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM

to 7:45; 11 to 12; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 12.
WEAR, Cleveland. 0., 390 (EST) -11:30 AM to

12:10 PM; 3:30 to 4:10; 8 to 11.
WEAO, Ohio State University, 293,9 (EST) -

PM to 10.
WEEI, Boston, Mass., 478 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to

7:45; 2 PM to 3:15; 5:30 to 10.
WEMC, Berrien Springs, Mich., 286 (CST) -9 PM

to 11.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas, 475.9 (CST) -10:30 AM to

11:30; 12:30 PM to 1; 2:30 to 6; 6145 to 7; 8:30
to 9:30.

WFBH, New York City, 2726 (ESTDS)-2 PM
to 6.

WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11; 1:30 PM to 4; 6 to 11.

WGCP, New York City, 252 (ESTDS)-8 PM to 11.
WGES, Chicago, Ill., 250 (CSTDS)-5 PM to 7;

10:30 to 1 AM.
WGN, Chicago, Ill., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 3:30

PM; .5:30 to 11:30.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-12 M to 12:45

PM; 7:30 to 11.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 379.5 (EST) -1 PM to

2; 5:30 to 10:30.
VVHAD, Milwaukee, Wis., 275 (CST) -11 AM to

11:30; 6 PM to 8.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky., 399.8 (CST) -4 PM to 5;

7:30 to 9.
WEN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-12:30 PM

to 1; 2:15 to 5; 7 to 11; 13 to 12:30 AM.
WHO, Des Moines, Iowa, 526 (CST) -7 PM to 9;

' 11 to 12; 12:30 to 1:30; 4:30 to 5:30; 6:30 to 9:30.
WT, Chicago, ix. 400 (CSTDS)-11 Alil to 2

PM; 7 to 8:30; 8:45 to 10:05; 10:30 to 1 AM.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-7 AM to

8 1 PM to 2; 3 to 4:50; 6 to 8.
WJY, New York City, 405 (ESTDS)-7:30 PM
to 11:30
WJZ, New York City, 455 (ESTDS)-10 AM to

11; 1 PM to 2; 4 to 6; 7 to 10:30.
WLIT, Philadelphia, Pa., 395 (EST) -12:02 PM

to 12:30; 2 to 3; 4:30 to 6; 7:30 to 1 AM.
WLW, Cincinnati, 0., 422.3 (EST) -10:45 AM to

12:15; 1:30 PM to 2:30.
WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-3 PM to

3:45; 4 to 5; 6:30 to 10:30; 11 to 12.
WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-3:45 PM

to 4:45; 6:20 to 11.
WOAW. Omaha, Neb., 535 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1; 5:45 to 7:10; 9 to 11.
WOC, Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 PM to

2: 3 to 3:30; 5:45 to 12.
WOR, Newark. N. J., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to

7:45; 2:30 PM to 4; 6:15 to 7.
WPAK, Fargo, N. D, 283 (CST) -7:30 PM to 9.
WPG, Atlantio City, N. J., 299.8 (ESTDS)-7 PM

to 8:30; 10 to 12.

WQJ, Chicago, Ill., 448 (CST) -11 AM to 12 II;
P3 M to 4; 7 to 8; 10 to 2 AM.

WRC, Washington, D. C., 469 (EST) -4;30 PM to
5; 6:45 to 12.

WIINY, New York City, 258.5 (ESTDS)-11:59 to
2 PM; 7:59 to 9:45.

WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 3527 (EST) -SAM to 8:30;
9:30 to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30; 3 to 4; 6 to 7; 8 to 10.

KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -6 AM to 7;
9:45 to 12:20 PM; 1:30 to 3:20; 3:30 to 11.

KFAE, State College of Wash., 348.6 (PST) -7:30
PM to 9.

KFDY, Broolaings, S. D., 273 (MST) -8 PM to 9.
KFI, Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (PST) -5 PM to 10.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb., 288.3 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 9:30 to 12.
KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 266 (CST) -12:15 PM

to 1:15; 3 to 4; 6:30 to 10.
KFOA, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -12:30 PM' to

1:30; 4 to 5:15; 6 to 11.
KGO, Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -11:10 AM to 1

PM; 1:30 to, 3; 4 to 7.
KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM to

1:30 PM; 5 to 11.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (PST) -7 AM to

7:15; 12 M to 3:30 PM; 5:30 to 11:30.
KNX, Hollywood, CaL, 337 (PST) -11:30 AM to

12;30 PM; 1 to 2; 4 to 5; 6:30 to 12.
ROB, State College of New Mexico, 348.6 (MST) -

11:55 AM to 12:30 PM; 7:30 to 8:30; 9:55 to 10:10.
KPO, San Francisco, Cal., 429 (PST) -7:30 AM to

8; 10:30 to 12 M; 1 PM to 2,_. 4:30 to 11.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo., 545.1 (CS'T)-4 PM to 5.

HKTS, Hot Springs, Ark., 374.8 (CST) -12:30 PM
to 1; 8:20 to 10.

KYW, Chicago, III., 536 (CSTDS)-6:30 AM to
7:30; 10:55 to 1 PM; 2:25 to 3:76; 6:03 to 7:20;
9 to 1:30 AM.

CNRA, Moncton, Canada, 313 (EST) -8:30 PM to
10:30.

CNRE, Edmonton, Canada, 516.9 (MST) -8:30 PM
to 10:30.

CNRS, Saskatoon, Canada, 403 (MST) -2:30 PM
to 3

CNRT, Toronto, Canada, 357 (EST) -6:30 PM to
11.

SATURDAY, JULY 4

WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 (EST) -7 PM to 11.
WAHG, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 316 (ESTDS)-12

to 2 AM.
WAMD, Minneapolis, Minn., 243.8 (CST) -12 M

to 1 PM; 10 to 12.
WBBM, Chicago, 226 (CST) -8 PM to 1 AM.
WBBR, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-8 PM

to 9.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 333.1 (ESTDS)-11 AM

to 12:30 PM; 7 to 9.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa., 461.3 (ESTDS)-10:45 AM

to 12 M; 3 PM to 4; 6:30 to 7:30.
WCBD, Zion, 111. 344.6 (CST) -8 PM to 10.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416.4

(CST) -9:30 AM to 12:30 PM; 2:30 to 5; 6 to 10
WEAF, New York City, 493 (ESTDS)-6:45

to 7:45; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 12.
WEEI, Boston, Mass., 476 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to

7 AM.
WEAR Cleveland, 0., 390 (EST) -11:30 AM to

12:10 PM; 3:30 to 4:10; 7 to 8.
WEMC, Berrien Springs, Mich., 286 (CST) -11 AM

to 12:30 PM; 8:15 to 11.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas, 475.9 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1; 6 to 7; 8:30 to 9:30; 11 to 12:30 AM.
WFBH, New York City, 2726 (ESTDS)-2 PM

to 7:30; 11:30 to 12:30 AM.
WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-10 AM to

11; 1:30 PM to 3; 6 to 12.
WGN, Chicago, El., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 2:30

PM; 3 to 5:57; 6 to 11:30.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-12 M to

12:45 PM; 2:30 to 4:30; 7:30 to 8,
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 379.5 (EST) -7:30 PM

to 10
WHAT Milwaukee, Wis., 275 (CST) -11 AM to

11:30 6 PM to 8.
WHN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-2:15 PM

to 5; 7:30 to 10.
WHO, Des Moines, Iowa, 526 (CST) -11 AM to

12:30 PM; 4 td 5:30; 7:30 to 8:30.
WHY, Chicago, 400 (CSTDS)-11 AM to 2

PM; 7 to 8:30; 10:30 to 1 AM.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 500.2 (ESTDS)-7 AM to

8; 10:20 to 11; 1 PM to 2; 3 to 4, 6 to 11:30.
WJY, New York City, 405 (ESTDS)-3:30 PM to

5; 8 to 10:30
WJZ. New York City, 455 IESTDS)-9 AM to

12:30 PM; 2:30 to 4; 7 to 10.
WKRC, Cincinnati, O., 326 (EST) -10 to 12 M.
WLW, Cincinnati, O., 422.3 (EST) -9:30 AM to

12:30 PM; 7:30 to 10.
WMAK. Lockport, N. Y., 265.5 (EST) -10:28 AM

to 12:30 PM.
WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-3 PM to

3:15; 3:30 to 5; 8 to 8:15; 8:30 to 8:45; 11 to 1 AM.
WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-1 PM to

3: 7 to 11
WOAW. Omaha, Neb., 526 (CST) -9 AM to 11;

2:15 PM to 4; 9 to 11.
WOC, Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 PM to

2; 5:45 to 7:10; 9 to 12.
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., 9081 (ESTDS)-11 AM

to 1 PM; 4:40 to 5; 10:55 to 11:02.
WOR, Newark. N. J., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to

7:45; 2:30 PM to 4; 6:15 to 7:36; 8 to 11.
WM'. Chicago, Ill., 448 (CST) -11 AM to 12 M:

3 PM to 4; 7 to 8; 10 to 3 AM
WRC, Washington, D. C., MP (EST) -4:30 to 5:30

PM: 6:45 to 12.
WRNY, New York City, 258.5 (ESTDS)-11:59 to

2 PM; 7:59 to 9:30: 12 M to 1 AM.
KDRA. Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -10 AM to

13:30 PM; 1:30 to 6:30; 8:49 to 10.
RFT. Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (PST) -5 PM to 11.
R1'WX. Hastintrs. Web., 288.3 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 9:30 to 1240.

KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 268 (CST) -12:15 PM
to 1:15; 3 to 4; 6:30 to 10:30.

KFOA, Seattle, Wash , 455 (PST)-Sileat.
KGO, Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -11 AM to 12:30

PM; 3:30 to 5:45; 7:30 to 9.
KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM

to 1:30 PM; 6 to 7; 16 to 11.
KHJ, Loa Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (ESTDS)-7 AM to

7:30; 10 to 1:30 PM; 2:30 to 3:30; S:30 to 2 AM.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -1 PM to 2;

6:30 to 2 AM.
ROA, Denver, Colo., 322.4 (MST) -11:30 AM to

1 PM; 7 to 10.
KPO, San Francisco, Cal., 429 (PST) -8 AM to

12 M ; 2 PM to 3; d to 10.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo., 545.1 (CST) -7 PM to 8:30.
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., 374.8 (CST) -12:30 111

to 1; 8:30 to 10:30.
KYW, Chicago, Ill., 536 (CSTDS)-11 AM to 12:30

PM; 4 to 5; 7 to 8.
CKAC, Montreal, Canada, 411 (EST) -4:30 PM

to 5:30.
CNRO, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 435 (EST) -7:30

PM to 10.
PWX, Havana, Cuba, 400 (EST) -8:30 PM to 11:30.

SUNDAY, JULY 5

WBBM, Chicago, El., 226 (CST) -4 PM to 6; 8
to 10.

WBBR, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-10 AM
to 12 11; 9 PM to 11.

WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416.4
(CST) -11 AM. to 12:30 PM; 4:10 to 5:10; 7:20
to 10.

WDAF, Kansas City, Kansas, 365.6 (CST) -4 PM
to 5:30.

WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-3 PM to
5; 7:20 to 10:15.

WEAR, Cleveland, 0., 390 (EST) -3:30 PM to 5;
7 to 8; 9 to 10.

WFBH, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-5 PM
to 7.

WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-3:30 PM
to 4:30; 9:30 to 10:30.

WGN, Chicago, Ill., 370 (CST) -11 AM to 12:45
PM; 2:30 to 5; 9 to 10.

WGR, Buffalo, N. Y., 379.5 (EST) -9:30 AM
7:15 to 8.

WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. 379.5 (EST) -9:30 AM
to 12:30 PM; 2:35 to 3:45; 6:30 to 10:30.

WHAD, Milwaukee, Win, 275 (CST) -2 PM to 3.
WHN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-1 PM to

1:30; 3 to 6; 10 to 12.
WHT, Chicago, DI., 238 (CSTDS)-9:30 AM to

1:15 PM; 5 to 9.
Arm, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)--10:45 AM

to 12:30 PM; 3:30 to 4:30.
WKRC, Cincinnati, 0., 326 (EST) -6:45 PM to 11.
WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-9 PM

to 11.
WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-11 AM to

12:15 PM; 4 to 5; 7 to 8.
WOOL, Jamestown, N. Y., 275.1 (EST) -9 PM

to IL
WPG, Atlantic City, N. J., 299.8 (CSTDS)-3:15

PM to 5; 9 to 11.
WQJ, Chicago, Ill., 448 (CST) -10:30 AM to 12:30

PM 3 PM to 4; 8 to 10.
WRNV, New York Qty, 258:5 (ESTDS)-3 P1,1

to 5; 7:59 to 10.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 3527 (EST) -11 AM to 12:30

PM; 2 to 4; 6:20 to 9.
KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) --9;4S AM to

10:30; 11:55 to 12 M; 2:30 PM to 530; 7 to 11.
KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 266 (CST) -10:45 AM

to 12:30 PM; 2:30 to 4:30; 6:30 to 10.
ROA, Denver, Col., 322.4 (MST) -10:55 AM to 12

M; 4 PM to 5:30; 7:45 to 10.
KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -10:30 AM

to 12:30 PM; 6 to 9.
KHJ, Ins Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (ESTDS)-10 AM

to 12:30 PM; 6 to 9.
RTHS, Hit Springs, Ark., 374.8 (CST) --11 AM to

12:30 PM; 2:30 to 3:40; 8:40 to 11.

MONDAY, JULY 6

WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 ESTDS)-11 AM to
12 M; 7 PM to 11.

WAHG, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 316 ESTDS-12
to 1:05 PM; 8 to 2 AM.

VVAMB, Minneapolis, Minn., 243.8 (CST) -10 PM
to 12.

WBBM, Chicago, DI., 226 (CST) -6 PM to 7.
WBBR, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-8 PM

to 9.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 333.1 (ESTDS)-6 PM

to 11:30.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa., 461.3 (ESTDS)-12:30 PM

to 1:30; 4:30 to 5:30; 6:30 to 12.
WCBD, Zion, Dl., 344.6 ((ST) -8 PM to 10.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416.4

(CST) -9:30 AM to 12 M; 1:30 PM to 6:15; 8
to 10.

WDAF, Kansas Qty, Kansas, 365.6 (CST) -3:30
PM to 7; 8 to 10; 11:45 to 1 AM

WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM
to 7:45; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 11:30.

WEAR, Cleveland, 0., 300 (EST) -11:30 AM to
12:10 PM; 3:30 to 4:10; 7 to 8.

WEEI, Boston, Mass., 476 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to
8; 3 PM to 4; 5:30 to 10.

WEMC, Berrien Springs, Mich., 285 (CST) -8:15
PM to II.

WFAA, Dallas, Texas, 475.9 (ST) -10:30 AM to
11:30; 12:30 PM to 1; 2:30 to 6; 6:45 to 7; 8:30
to 9:30.

WFBH. New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-2 PM
to 6:30.

WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11: 1:30 PM to 3:10; 6 to 7:30.

WGBS, Chicago, DI., 250 ((STDS)-5 PM to 8.
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WGCP New York City, 252 (ESTDS)-8 PM to
1 Ad.

WGN, Chicago, Ill., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 3:30
PM; 3:30 to 5:57.

WGR, Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-12 M to 12:30
PM; 2:30 to 4:30; 7:30 to 11.

WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 379.5 (EST) -1 PM to
2; 5:30 to 8:30

WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis., 275 (CST) -11 AM to
12:30 PM; 2 to 10:30.

WHAS, Louisville, Ky., 399.8 (CST) -4 PM to 5;
7:30 to 9.

WHN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-2:15 PM
to 5; 6:30 to 12.

WHO, Des Moines, Iowa, 526 (CST) -12:15 PM to
1:30; 7:30 to 9; 11:15 to 12.

WHT, Chicago, Bl., 400 (CSTDS)-11 AM to 2
PM; 7 to 8:30; 10:30 to 1 AM.

WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-7 AM to
8; 1 PM to 2; 3 to 8.

WJZ, New York City, 455 (ESTDS)-10A111 to 11;
1 PM to 2; 4 to 5:30; 6 to 6:30; 7 to 11.

WKRC, Cincinnati, 0., 326 (EST) -8 PM to 10.
WLIT, Philadelphia, Pa., 395 (EST) -12:02 PM

to 1; 2 to 3; 4:30 to 6; 7:30 to 11:30
WLW, Cincinnati, 0., 422.3 (EST) -10.45 AM to

12:15 PM; 1:30 to 2:30; 3 to 5; 6 to 10.
WMAK, Lockport, N. Y., 265.5 (EST) -8 PM to 12.
WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-3 PM to

5; 6:30 to 7:45; 8 to 12.
WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-3:15 PM

to 4.15; 6:20 to 11.
WOAW, Omaha, Neb., 526 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1:30;' 5:45 to 10:30.
WOC, Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 PM to

2, 3 to 3:30; 5:45 to 6.
WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-11 AM

to 1 PM; 4:40 to 6; 7:30 to 11.
WOR, Newark, N. J., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to

7:45; 2:30 to 4; 6:15 to 11:30.
WPAK, Fargo, N. D., 283 (CST) -7:30 PM to 9.
WPG, Atlantic City, N. J., 299.8 (ESTDS)-7 PM

to 11.
WQJ, Chicago, Lll., 488 (CST) -11 AM to 12 M;

3 PM to 4.
WRC, Washington, D. C., 469 (EST) -1 PM to 2;

2.4 to 6.
WRNY, New York City, 258.5 (ESTDS)-11:59 AM

to 2 PM; 7:30 to 11.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -o AM to 8:30;

9:30 to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30 PM; 3 to 4; 6 to 10.
KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -6 AM to 7;

9:45 to 12:15 PM; 2:30 to 3::10; 5:30 to 10.
KFAE, State College of Wash., 348.6 (PST) -7:30

PM to 9.
KF ,1 Los Angeles, Cal.. 46" (PST) -5 PM to 11.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb. '58.3 (CST) -12:30 PM

to 1:30; 5:15 to 6:15: 9.30 to 12:30
KENF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 266 (CST) -12:15 PM

to 1:15; 3 to 4; 6:30 to 10.
KFOA, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -12:45 PM to

1:30; 4 to 5:15; 6 to 10.
KGO, Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -9 AM to 10:30;

11:30 AM to I PM; 1:30 to 6; 6.45 to 7; 8 to 1 AM.
KGW, Portland. Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM

to 1:30; 5 to 8.
KHJ, Los Angeles. Cal., 405.2 (PST) -7 AM to 7:15;

12 M to 1:30 Pfif ; 5:30 to 10.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -12 AI to 1 PM;

4 to 5; 6:30 to 12.
KOB, State College of New Mexico, 348.6 (MST)-

11:55 AM to 12:30 PM; 7:30 to 8:30; 9:55 to 10:10.
KM, San Francisco, Cal., 429 (PST) -10:30 AM

to 12 M, 1 PM to 2; 2:30 to 3:30; 4:30 to 10.
KSD, St. Louis, Mo., 545.1 (CST) -7:30 PM to 10.

S, Hot Springs, Ark., 374.8 (CST) -12:30 PM
to 1; 8:30 to 10.

KYW, Chicago. III.. 536 (CSTDS)-6:30 AM to
7:30; 10:55 to 1 TM; 2.15 to 3:30; 6:02 to 7.

TUESDAY, JULY 7
WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 (ESTDS)-11 AM to

12 M; 7 PM to 11.
WAHG, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 316 (ESTDS)-12

PM to 1:05 AM.
WAMB. Minneapolis, Minn., 243.8 (CST) -12 M

to 1 PM; 10 to 12.
WBBM, Chicago, Ill., 226 (CST) -8 PM to 12.
WBOQ, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 236 ESTDS)-3:30

PM to 6:30.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 333.1 (ESTDS)-6 PM

to 11.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa , 461.3 (ESTDS)- 12:30

PM to 1:30; 4:30 to 5:30; 6:30 to 11.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416.4

CST) -9:30 AM to 12 M 1:30 PM too. 5:30 to 10.
WDAF, Kansas City, 1Cansas, 365.6 (CST) -3:30

PM to 7; 11:45 to 1 AM.
WEAF, New York City, 492 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM

to 7:45; 11 to 12 M; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 12.
WEAR, Cleveland, 0.. 350 (EST) -11:30 AM to

12:10 PM; 7 to 10; 10 to 11.
WEEL Boston, MRS", 476 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to

8; 1 PM to 2; 6:30 to 10.
WFAA, Dallas, Texas, 457.9 (CST)-- 10:30 AM to

11:30; 12:30 PM to 1; 2:30 to 6; t.45 to 7; 8:30
to 9:30; 11 to 12.

WFBH, New York City, 272.6 (''ESTDS)-2 PM
to 6:30; 11:30 to 12:30 AM.

WOBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11; 1:30 PM to 3; 6 to 11:30.

WOES, Chioago, III., 250 (CSTDS)-5 PM to 2:
10:30 to 1 AM.

WGN, Chicago, 111., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 3:30
PM; 5:30 to 11:30.

WGR. Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-11 AM to
12:45 PM; 7:30 to 11

WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 379.5 (EST) -11 PM
to 2:30; 5:20 to 7:30; 9 to 11:30.

WHAT), Milwaukee, Wis., 275 (CST) -11 AM to
11:30; 6 PM to 8,

WHAS, Louisville, Ky., 399.8 (CST) -4 PM to 5;
7.30 to 9.

WHN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-12:30 PM
to 1; 2:15 to 3:15; 4 to 5:30; 7:30 to 10:45; 11:30
to 12:m AM.

WHO, Des Moines, Iowa, 526 (CST) -12:15 PM to
1:30; 7:30 to -9; 11 to 12.

WHT, Chicago, Ill., 400 (CSTDS)-11 AM to 2

PM; 7 to 8:30; 10:30 to I AM.
WIP, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)-7 AM to

8, I PM to 2; 3 to 4:50; 6 to 11.
WJY, New York City, 405 (ESTDS)-7:30 PM to

1:30.
WJZ, New York City, 455 (ESTDS)-10 AM to

11; 1 PM to 2; 4 to 6; 7 to 11.
WKRC, Cincinnati, 0., 326 (EST) -8 PM to 12.

WLIT, Philadelphia, Pa., 395 (EST) -11 AM to
12:30 PM; 2 to 3; 4:30 to 7.

WLW, Cincinnati, 0., 422.3 (EST) -10:45 AM to
1 PM; 1:30 to 2:30; 3 to 5; 6 to 11.

WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-3 PM to
415; 5 to 7:15; 7:30 to 10:30; 11 to 12.

WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-3:45 PM
to 5; 6:50 to 11.

WOAW, Omaha, Neb, 526 (CST) -12:30 PM to
1:30; 5:45 to 11.

WOC, Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 PM to
2; 3 to 3:30; 5:45 to 10.

WOO, Philadelphia, Pa., 508.2 (ESTDS)--11 AM
to 1 PM; 4:40 to 5; 10:55 to 11:02.

WOR, Newark, N. J., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to
7:45; 2:30 PM to 4; 6:15 to 7:30.

WPG, Atlantic City, N. J., 299.8 (ESTDS)-7 PM
to II.

WQJ, Chicago DI., 448 (CST) -11 AM to 12 M;
3 PM to 4; 7 to 8; 10 to 2 AM.

WRC, Washington, D. C., 469 (EST) -4:30 PM to
5:30; 6:45 to 11.

WRNY, New York City, 258:5 (ESTDS)-11:59
AM to 2 PM; 4:30 to 5; 8 to 11.

WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -8 AM to 8:30;
9:30 to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30 PM; 3 to 4; 6 to 10.

KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -9:45 PM to
12 M; 1:30 PM in 3:20; 5:30 to 10:45.

KFI, Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (PST) -5 PM to 11.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb., 288.3 (CST) -12:30 TM

to 1:30; 5:15 to 6:15; 9:30 to 12:30.
KFOA, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 4 to 5:15; 6 to 11.
EGO, Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -11:30 AM to I

PM; 1:30 to 3; 4 to 6:45; 8 to 1 AM.
KGW. Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM

to 1:30 PM; 5 to 11.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (PST) -7 AM to

7:15; 12 M to 3:30 PM; 5:30 to 11.
ENX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -9 AM to 10;

1 PM to 2; 4 to 5; 6:30 to 12.
KPO, San Francisco, Cal., 429 (PST) -7 AM to

7:45; 10 to 12 M; 1 PM to 2; 3:30 to 11.
ESD, St. Louis, Mo., 541 1 (CST) -6 PM to 7.
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., 374.8 (CST) -12:30 PM

to 1; 8:30 to 10:30.
KYW, Chicago, Ill., 536 (CSTDS)-6:30 AM to

7:30; 10:30 to 1 PM; 2:15 to 4; 6:02 to 11:30.
CNRA, Moncton. New Brunswick, Canada, 313

(EST) --9:30 PM to 11.
CNRR, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada, 8 PM to 11.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 8
WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 (ESTDS)-I1 AM to

12 M; 7 PM to 11.
WAHG, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 316 (ESTDS)-12 M

to 1:05 PM; 8 to 12.
WAMB, Minneapolis, Minn., 243.8 (CST) -12 M to

1 PM; 10 to 12.
WBBM, Chicago, BI., 226 (CST) -8 PM to 10.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass.. 333.1 (ESTDS)-6 PM

to 11.
WCAE, Pittsburgh. Pa.. 461.3 (ESTDS)-12:30 PM

to 1:30; 4:30 to 5:30; 630 to 11.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn., 416.4

(CST) -9:30 AM to 12 M; 1:30 to 4; 5:30 to 11.
WDAF, Kansas City. Kansas, 365.6 (CST) -3:30

PM to 7: 8 to 9:15; 11:45 to I AM.
WEAF, New York City. 492 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM

to 7:45; 11 to 12 M; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 12.
WEAO, Ohio State University, 293.9 (EST) -8 PM

to 10.
WEAR. Cleveland, 0.. 390 (EST) -11:30 AM to

12:10 PM; 3:30 to 4:10; 6:45 to 7:45.
WEEP. Boston. Mass., 476 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to

8: 3 PM to 4; 5:30 to 10.
WEMC. Berrien Springs, Mich., 286 (CST) -8:15

PM to 11.
WFAA, Dallas. Texas, 475.9 (CST) -10:30 AM to

11 30; 12:30 PM to 1.
WFBH, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-2 PM to

7:30: 12 M to I AM.
WGCP, New York City, 252 (ESTDS)-8 PM to 11
WGFS. Chicago, Ill., 250 (CSTDS)-5 PM to 7:

1090 to 1 AM.
WGBc. New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-I0 AM to

11 PM: 1:30 to 4; 6 to 7.
WON, Chicago, BI., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 3:30

PM; 5:30 to 11:30.
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-I2 M to 12:45

PM; 2:30 to 4:30; 6:30 to 11.
WGY. Schenectady, N. Y., 379.5 (CST) -5:30 PM

to 7-30.
WHAT), Milwaukee, Wis.. 275 (CST) -11 A54 to

11:30; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 10: 11:30 to 12:30 AM.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky., 399.8 (CST) -4 PM to 5;

7:30 to 9.
WHN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-2:15 PM

to 5:30; 7:30 to 11; 11:30 to 12:30 AM.
WHO. Des Moines. Iowa. 526 (CST) -12:15 PM to

1.30; 6:30 to 12 M
WHT, Chicago. Ill., 238 and 40) (CSTDS)-11 AM

to 1 PM (238 meters); 7 to 8:30 (400 meters);
8:45 to 10:05 (238 meters); 10:30 to 1 AM (400
meters).

WHT, Chicago. Ill.. 400 (CSTDS)-11 AM to 2
PM; 7 to 8:30: 10:30 to 1 AM.

WI? Philadelphia. Pa., 508 (ESTDS)-7 AM to
8; 10:20 to 11; 1 PM to 2; 3 to 4; 6 to 8.

WJZ, New York City. 455 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11: 1 PM to 2; 4 to 6; 7 to 11:30

WKRC. Cincinnati, Ohio, 316 (EST) -8 PM to 10.
WLIT. Philadelphia, Pa.. 395 (EST) -12:02 PM to

12:30; 2 to 3; 4:30 to 6; 7:30 to 9.

WLW, Cincinnati, 0., 422.3 (EST) -10:45 AM to
12:15 PM; 1:30 to 2:30; 3 to 5; 6 to 11.

WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-4 PM to
3:45; 4 to 5; 4:30 to 12.

WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-6:30 PM
to 11.

WOC, Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 PM to
2, 3 to 3:30; 4 to 7:05; 9 to 11.

WOR, Newark, N. j., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to
7:45; 2:30 PM to 4 6:15 to 12 M.

WPAK, Fargo, N. f)., 283 (CST) -7:30 PM to 9.
WQ.1, Chicago, Ill., 448 (CST) -11 AM to 12 M;

3 PM too; 7 1, 8; 10 to 2 AM.
WRC, Washington, D. C., 469 (EST) -1 PM to 2;

4 to 6:30.
WRNY New York City, 258.5 (ESTDS)-11:59 AM

to 2)'.'M; 7:59 to 9:55.
WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -8 AM to 8:30;

9:30 to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30 PM; 3 to 4; 6 to 7;
8 to 10.

KDKA, Pittsburgh. Pa., 309 (EST) -6 AM to 2;
9:45 to 12:15 PM; 2:30 to 3:20; 5:30 to 11.

KFAE, State College of Wash., 348.6 (PST) -7:30
PM to 9.

KFI, Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (PST) -5 PM to 11.
KFKX, }lasting., Neb., 288.3 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 5:15 to 6:15; 9:30 to 12:30.
KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 266 (CST) -12:15 PM to

1:15; 3 to 4; 6:30 to 10.
KFOA, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 4 to 5:15; 6 to 10.
KGO, Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -11:30 AM to I

PM; 1:30 to 2:30; 3 to 6:45.
KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM

to 1:30 PM; 5 to 10.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal., 4052 (PST) -7 AM to

7:15; 12 M to 1:30 PM; 5:30 to 12.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -1 PM to 2;

7 to 12.
KOB. State College of New Mexico, 348.6 (MST) -

11.55 AM In 12:30 PM; 7:30 to 8:30; 9:55 to 10:10.
KPO, San Francisco, Cal., 429 (PST) -7 AM to

8; 10:30 to 12 M; 1 PM to 2; 4:30 to 11.
KSD. St. Louis. Mo., 545.1 (CST) -7 PM to 10.
KTHS, Hos Springs, Ark., 374.8 (CST) -8:30 PM

to 10.
KY )V, Chicago, Ill., 536 (CSTDS)-6:30 AM to

7:36; 10:55 to 1 PM; 2:15 to 4; 6:02 to 11:30.
PWX, Havana, Cuba, 400 (EST) -8:30 PM to 11:30.
CNRO, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 435 (EST) -7

PM to 11.

THURSDAY, July 9

WAAM, Newark, N. J., 263 (ESTDS)-II AM to
12 M; 7 PM to 11.

WAHG. Richmond Hill, N. Y., 316 (EST) -12 PM
to 1:05.

WAMB, Minneapolis. Minn., 243.8 (CST) -12 M
to 1 PM 10 to 12 M.

WBBM, Ill., 2'6 (CST) -8 PM to 10.
WB00, Richmond Hill, N. Y., 236 (ESTDS)-3:30

PM to 6:30.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 333.1 (ESTDS)-6 PM

to 11:45.
WCAE, Pittsburg;:. Pa.,461.3 (CSTDS)-12:30 PM

to 1:30; 4:30 to 5:30; :30 to 11.
WCBD, Zion, III.. 344.6 (CST) -8 PM to 10.
WCCO, St. Paul and Minneapolis. Minn., 416.4

(CST) -9:30 AM to 12 M; 1:30 PM to 4; 5:30
to 10.

WEAF, New \'o -k City, 492 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM
to 7:45; 11 to 12 M; 4 PM to 5; 6 to 12.

WEAR, Cleveland, 0., 390 (EST) -10:30 AM to
12:10 PM; 3:30 to 4:15; 7 to 11.

WEEI, Boston. Mass., 476 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM
to 7:45; 1 PM to 2; 2:30 to 10.

WFAA, Dallas. Texas, 475.9 (CST) -10:30 AM to
11:30; 12:30 PM to 1; 2:30 to 6; 6:45 to 7; 8:30
to 9:30; 11 to 1 AM.

WFBH, New York City, 272.6 (ESTDS)-2 PM
to 7:30.

WGBS, New York City, 316 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11; 1:30 PM to 4; 6 to 7:30.

WGES, Chicago, Ill., 250 (CSTDS)-5 PM to 8;
10:30 to I AM.
WGN, Chicago, Ill., 370 (CST) -9:31 AM to 3:30
PM; 5:30 to 11:30.

WGR. Buffalo, N. Y., 319 (ESTDS)-12 M to 12:45
PM; 2 to 4; 7:30 to 11.

WHAD, Milwaukee, Wis, 275 (CST) -11 AM to
11:30; 6 PM to 7 15; 8:30 to 11.

WHAS, Ioutsville, l.y., 399.8 (CST) -4 PM to 5;
7:30 to 9.

WHN, New York City, 360 (ESTDS)-2:15 PM
to 5; 7.30 to 11; 11:30 to 12:30 AM.

WHO. Des Moines, Iowa, 526 (CST) -7:30 PM to
9; 11 to 12.

WHT, Chicago, Ill., 400 (CSTDS)-11 AM to 2
PM; 7 to 8:30; 10:30 to 1 AM.

WJY, New York City, 403 (ESTDS)-7:30 PM to
11:30.

WJZ, New York City, 455 (ESTDS)-10 AM to
11 PM; a to 2; 4 to 6; 7 to 12 M.

WLIT, Philadelphia, Pa., 395 (EST) -12:02 PM
to 12:30; 2 to 3; 4:30 to 6; 8:30 to 9.

WLW, Cincinnati, 0., 422.3 (EST) -10:40 AM to
12:15 PM; 1:30 to 5; 6 to 8; 10 to 11.

VVMAR, Lockport, N. Y., 265.5 (EST) -11 PM to
I AM.

WMCA, New York City, 341 (ESTDS)-3 PM to
4:45; 8 to .12.

WNYC, New York City, 526 (ESTDS)-3:I5 PM
to 4:15; 6:50 to II.

WOAW, Omaha, Neb., 526 (CST) -12:30 PM to
1:30; 5:45 to 11.

WOC, Davenport, Iowa, 484 (CST) -12:57 AM to
2 PM; 3 to 3:30; 4 to 7:10; 8 to 9.

WOR, Newark, N. J., 405 (ESTDS)-6:45 AM to
7:45; 2:30 PM to 4; 6:15 to 7.

WPG, Atlantic City, N. J., 299.8 (ESTDS)-7 PM
to 11.

WQJ. Chicago, 111., 448 (CST) -11 AM to 12 M;
3 PM to 4; 7 to 8; 10 to 2 AM.

(Concluded on page 24)
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THE RADIO UNIVERSITY
AQUESTION and Answer Department conducted

by RADIO WORLD for its Readers by its staff
of Experts. Address Letters to The Radio University,
RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City.

1 WOULD be very grateful to you it
you will give me a diagram of a reflex
set, using two or less dials, and having
loggability property, also being able to do
away with the regenerative squeal, tun.
out locals and bring in DX.-S. H. Grob -
man, 64 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

See Capt. O'Rourke's article in this issue.
*

REFERRING TO Caldwell's 5 -tube re-
flex (Dec. 6) how can I replace the an-
tenna with a loop? (2) Will the 17 -plate
condensers called for reach the entire
wavelength or shall I use 23 -plate con-
densers? (3) Can three 3% -to -1 AFT
be used instead of one 6 -to -1 and two
3%-to-1?-Chas. E. Oehley, Stirling, N. J.

(1) Take off the RFT and connect the
loop in the following fashion : Connect the
stator of the variable condenser to one
end of the loop and the rotor end of the
plates to the other end of the loop. That
means that LI and L2 is out of the cir-
cuit and Cl is used for tuning the loop.
(2) The 17 -plate condensers are 0. K. (3)
Yes.

r
I WANT to build the Diamond of the

Air, 2 -control, which was described in the
May 23 and 30 issues of RADIO WORLD,
but I am afraid I will get interference
from the power house, which is directly
across the street. Will I hear these noises
if I use the loop? (2) Is the Acme 3 -tube
reflex better than the Diamond of the
Air ?-Henry Williams, 256 West 123rd
St., N. Y. C.

(1) You no doubt will get the hum, but
run an antenna at right angles to the
power house lines, and also shield the
antenna with a copper screen, 6" in diam-
eter and which runs from the lead in
all the way down to your house window.
(2) It depends upon the manner in which
the sets are built and the care exercised
when tuning. It is very difficult to tell
one just what set is better than another
as there are too many physical as well
as electrical quantities that are ratable
factors.

s
MAY I ask a question about the Low -

Loss Neutrodyne, described by Neal Fit
alan, in the June 13 issue of RADIO
WORLD? In placing the coils should
not the coils all he mounted at right angles
to each other instead of placing the coils
at the extreme end parallel to each other?

FIG. 160, showing the wrong method of connect-ing up a RFT. Note that the high and lowpotentials run together, which is wrong.

-Otto R. Vopel, 850 Rood Ave., Grand
Junction, Colo.

This is a very good suggestion and will
work out great, although the coils are
well separated as they are.

WILL THE Pressley Super -Heterodyne,
April 18 issue, work well with the UV 19'
tubes? (2) Will it give sufficient volume
to fill a room? (3) What size rheostat
are necessary for these tubes with a 6 -volt
A battery?-William H. Morehouse,
Thomaston, Conn.

(1) Yes. (2) Yes. (3) 50 -ohm rheostats
will fit the bill using a 6 -volt storage bat-
tery to supply the A battery voltage.

s
WHAT is the wrong method of con-

necting up a radio -frequency transformer?
-M. U. Plackman, N. Y. C., N. Y.

See Fig. 160, for the diagram.

KINDLY FURNISH me with a hookup
that will operate on ear phones, as well
as loud speaker, and that can be attached
to or enclosed in a phonograph, the panel
to be of the size of the standard phono-
graph.-A. Bailey, 2114 Century St.,
Houston, Tex.

The first part of your query is answered
in Mr. Grobman's question on this page.
Send in the exact dimensions of the phon-
ograph surface that you wish to put this

Join RADIO WORLD'S University Club
and we will enter your name on our subscription and University lists by specialnumber.
Put this number on the outside of your envelope addressed to RADIO WORLD (not
the enclosed return envelope) and also put in your queries and the questions will be

answered the same day as received.

And Get Free Questions and Answer Service for the Coming 52 Weeks.

RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City:

Enclosed find $6.00 for RADIO WORLD for one year (52 Nos.) and also consider
this an application to join RADIO WORLD'S University Club, which gives me free
information in your Radio University Department for the coming year, and a number

indicating my membership.

Name

Street

City and State

set in and we will be glad to give a
complete panel and baseboard layout.

PLEASE GIVE me a diagram of the
"Simple 1 -Tube DX Set for the Novice to
Build," including all data as how to wind

FIG. 161, showing the diagram of the 1 -tube DX
set. The coils F, E. A, B, C and 13 are wound on
one tube 3" in diameter and 4" in length. There
are SO turns on the grid coil (C and D), 10turns for the primary coil (A, B), the plate
coil having 35 turns (E, F). Leave %" between
the windings. The variable condensers (C2 and
C3) have a capacity of .0005 mfd. Use a WD
12 tube for the detector tube, and a 6 -ohm rheo-stat for operating the same. The coil wire is

Na 22 SCC.

the coils. This set was described in the
May 23 issue of RADIO WORLD by
Percy Warren.

See Fig. 161 for the schematic diagram.
*

PLEASE give data as to how to build
an Ultraformer for the Ultradyne. Tony
Vyliural, 345 West 4th St., Wahoo, Neb.

The primary is wound first and consists
of 500 turns of No. 28 DSC wire in a
center slot, which is 1/4" wide. The sec-
ondary is wound in two sections, using
No. 30 DSC wire. Wind 550 turns on each
side of the primary. The secondary has a
total winding of 1,100 turns, the winding
being continuous. In other words, the
primary is wound in the center of a piece
of bakelite about 6" in width and the
secondary is wound on either side of the
primary.

I WISH to ask you if the Bremer -Tully
tuner and 13 -plate condenser may be used
in Diamond of the Air. (2) Is the set a
reliable hookup and also is it easy to han-
dle, so any of the family can operate it?
(3) Will the WD12 tubes work in this set?
(4) Do they give enough volume?-F.
Willbrandt, 70 High St., Battle Creek,
Mich.

(1) Yes. (2) Yes. (3) Yes. (4) Yes.
*

RECENTLY I built the "I -Tube, 1 -Dial,
DX" set as was described by Captain
P. V. O'Rourke, in the April 11 issue,
but I cannot make the set oscillate. Can
you suggest a remedy?-F. H. Hollister,
214 Stephenson Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.

Take out the .001 mfd. fixed condenser
which is inserted in the ground circuit,
and connect the A minus to the ground.
Try another tube.

IN THE Short Wave Reinartz Receiver,
May 16 issue, will you kindly tell me the
condenser and the leak values in the grid
circuit. when using the UV 201A as a de-
tector? (2) Would this set work satisfac-
torily on a loop at 1,000 miles, or is an
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FIG. 163, showing the diagram of the Wright Powerful 3 -tube Reflex. The variable condensers Cl, Cs, C3, have a capacity of .0005 mfd., or normally
23 plates. All the coils are wound on spider web forms, having en inside diameter of 2". L1L2, L3L4, L5L6, are the RFT of two coils each, placed side
by side, with the windings running in the same direction. The secondaries 12, 1.4, L6, each have fifty turns of No. 24 DCC wire. The primaries are
wound with No. 24 DSC, 1.1 having 12 turns, L3 18 turns, and 1.532 turns. The potentiometer P1 has a resistance of 400 ohms. The AFT are standard AFT,

both being of low ratio. UV 20IA type tubes are used bare throughout.

outdoor aerial necessary in any case?-
F. H. Webster, Marvell, Ark.

(1) The value of the condenser is .00025
mfd. and the grid condenser is 2 to 5 megs.,
a variable grid leak being advisable here.
(2) It is an outdoor antenna set.

* * *

WILL YOU please give me the diagram
of "A Powerful 3 -Tube Reflex" as was
described by H. E. Wright in the May
23d issue of RADIO WORLD, stating all
the coil data, etc.?-L. P. I. Nomansky,
Jersey City, N. J.

See Fig. 163 for the diagram which you
request.

* * *
WILL YOU please give me some dia-

gram, how to build a coil in the low -loss
fashion using nothing more than air to
hold the form?-T. K. Largey, New Or-
leans, La.

See Fig. 164 for the diagrams.
* *

WHAT IS the correct way to install
the Amperites and the rheostat in a 5 -tube
set, using the rheostat in the detector
circuit?

See Fig. 165 for the diagram showing
how to hook this up.

* *

RECENTLY I saw an ad in the radio
section of one of the New York papers
which stated "Anode Resistance to Be
Used for AF Amplification." What does
"anode" mean ?-K. M. Lonster, Bar Har-
bor, Me.

The Electrical Standard Dictionary de-
fines "anode" as follows:

"The positive terminal in a broken me-
tallic or true conducting circuit; the ter-
minal connected to the carbon plate of a
galvanic battery or to its equivalent in
case of any other generator. In general
practice it is restricted to the positive
terminal in a decomposition or electrolytic
cell, such as the nickel anode in a nickel
plating bath or the anode of platinum in
a gas voltameter. It is the terminal out of
or from which the current is supposed to
flow through the decomposition cell. In
electro-therapeutics, the term is used sim-
ply to indicate the positive terminal. In
an electrolytic cell, the electro-negative
substance or anion goes to the anode.
Hence, it is the one dissolved, if either are
attacked. The nickel, copper or silver
anodes of the electroplater dissolve in use
and keep up the strength of the bath.
The platinum anode in gas voltameter is
unattacked because the anion cannot act
upon it chemically."

In radio the anode is the tube plate;
the filament the cathode.

(OD

A B

D

C

Uri
E F

B F

FIG. 164, showing how to wind a loss form. A is a spool of No. 20 enameled DSC wire. B is
13 feet of the wire, measured off and cut. C is an ordinary glass preserving jar with five strips of
Ye" adhesive tape gummed side up, laid upon the jar. D shows the completed coil wound over
the tape, the dark wire, the aperiodic primary wound alternately with the secondary. E is the
completed coil, the tape turned back to hold the winding in place. F is the coil removed from
the jar winding form. P and B in Fig. F are the beginning and the end of the primary, G and.
F, the beginning and end of the secondary. Do not place any holding substance in the coils as
this makes the coil very inefficient, due to the small eddy currents that will flow through coil, also

the distributed capacity of the coil will be materially increased.

0

FIG. 165, showing how to make the filament connections. The resistances in the negative side of the
A battery are Amperites, the proper one to be determined by the type of tube used. The rheostat
Is also placed in the negative side of the A battery. SI and S2 are filament switches, being placed

in the positive side of the A battery.

HOW long should tubes last?-P. H.
Lonton, Tucson, Ariz.

Tubes govern results more than any
other component of the receiving set. Un-
less the tubes have been abused by ex-
cessive filament voltage, four or five months
of steady use should by no means wear
them out. Radiotrons, properly used, have
a life of 1,000 hours or more; but when

excessive filament voltage is applied, the
process of boiling the electrons out of the
filament and hurling them across the
vacuum to the plate, is pushed beyond
safe limits and the tube may become par-
alyzed, so to speak. To all intents and
purposes, the tube does not appear to be
damaged, since it lights in the usual man-
ner. However, it fails to deliver the norm-
al output expected of it.
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"One Nation Indivisible"

ON the Fourth of July in many a camp, allegiance is pledged to the fle.g, "and the country for whichit stsnds," while a broadcasting artist leads the audience. Members of the Kittredge 'Club for YoungBusiness & Professional. Girls are shown opening their summer camp at Upper Twin Lake, near BearMountain, N. Y., in rehearsal for the Independence Day exercises. For a moderate living expense.the girls are taught domestic arts. Founded 10 years ago, the camp is endorsed by leading socialauthorities. Photo shows Anna E. Heine (at flag) and Mrs. Ida S. Hutchinson (extreme right), campdirectors. (Foto Topics.)

THE EAGLE Neutrodyne trio, heard at WEAF,
WOO, WEEI, etc., every Friday night.

RADIO IS FULL

OF SYMPATHY
THE radio fits in well with summer

life. What is the brush of the
mountain breeze on one's cheek if

there is no music to delight the ear?
-And what better than broadcast music?
Say not the "ukes" the campers tote
along! Maybe the thrush in the rose
bush or the nightingale amid the
rhododendrons, but nary the "ukes."

In solemn or serious moment, the
radio is with you in spirit. Nothing is
so sympathetic, except an undertaker
about to present his bill. If one is
embued with the holiday spirit and
tunes in a Fourth of July program, he
hears the stirring music, for once un-
accompanied by a plea to vote anybody
into public office. He repeats the oath
of allegiance that every schoolboy
knows by heart and every adult in-
quires about, to be sure to get all the
words straight, and not make the
pledge to the wrong country. Radio
has a tendency to correct all wayward
leanings, except those of multi -tube
sets for large B battery consumption.

If one is canoeing or climbing moun-

Bat Home 1+

PADDLING their canoe on Verona Lake, at Vs
Parker, enjoying a radio concert supplied by a por

& Und

YOUNG STRIBLING, the speedy Georgia boxer, 
a portion of the interior of his auto, with the Ina

(Underwood 

tains. a portable's the thing, especially
not in the mountain event. 'Mid blan-
keting branches 'tis soothing to paddle
smoothly to the gliding strains of a
Strauss waltz by son, father or gross -
popper. And if there's a girl along,
and it's night, with the magic of the
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rk is More Fun

New Jersey, are George Ellis and Cortland
set with a load speaker attached. (Underwoodi.)

n coast to coast auto trip. The photo shows
tho radio which will furnish music cetroute.

:nvood.)

on working all its witchery on pliant
Drtals, and the girl is beautiful,
Inn what more natural than to pop
e question? If accepted, it is polite
see the thing through, and some day

on, when you can spare the time,
.p before the altar with her. It's

Radio Talk Makes Two One

VIOLA CLAIuK. or rnsadetptua, was married to Seth Jacobs, also of Philadelphia, by radio at theHotel Morton, Atlantic City, by the Rev. Walter Bruggeman. The ceremony was performed before amicrophone connected by remote control to WPG. This was the first radio wedding held in Atlantic
City. (Underwood & Underwood.)

quite the style to have the talking and
music broadcast. These radio weddings
include a lot of auditory guests who
send no presents, not even an applause
card.

On pleasure or on business bent,
when one travels, a radio is a great
benefit, even in an auto. Somebody
must entertain at the microphone (that
is, work for you), and maybe it's an
aquiline trio or a soprano of rare de-
light, "rare" being the correct adjec-
tive. Anyway, the game's so popular
the sheiks of Egypt are crying for sta-
tions so they can hear the women's
voices before kidnaping the possessors
thereof to the sultry sandheaps they
call their kingdom. Nobody would
offer even a case of "Charley horse"
for such a kingdom. Why should he?
DX reception is very poor in Sheik-
ville. Nobody can get a good ground
in the desert. Even signals have a
sandy complexion.-H. B.

I. H. KORDI, of the Ministry of Communications
of the Egyptian Government, in this country asthe special emissary of King Fuad I, studying
radio. Just at present he is located in the plant
of the Independent Wireless Telegraph Co., N. Y.and is devoting his time to acquainting himselfwith the engineering side of the new science.He will return to Egypt and build radio broad-casting stations for his government. (Kade1 &

Herbert.)
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An Overhauling Expedition
By S. W. Goulden

Commercial Engineer, Radio Corporation
of America

IF you are an average radio fan, your
receiving set has gone through some

600 hours of service since last it received
any real attention. Since you overhauled
the set last Fall the vacuum tubes have
been burning over 600 hours. The bat-
teries, especially the B batteries, have
probably been delivering current over a
long period. The antenna wire and its
joints have been subjected to the wear
and tear of the elements, as well as the
corrosive effects of coal smoke. The sol-
dered connections and blind post screws
of the receiving set have had plenty of
jars and rattles to shake them loose. The
condenser plates and other parts have
been accumulating dust and dirt and mois-
ture, tending to introduce leakage paths
and noises. The rheostat and switch mem-
bers have become loosened. And so it
goes.

Don't Blame It All on Static
Fault-finding in radio should begin at

home. When the receiving set fails to func-
tion in accordance with fond expectations
or past experience it must not be assumed
that all broadcasting stations have sud-
denly cut their power in half or that Dame
Nature has conspired to ruin our radio en-
tertainment. There are four primary
causes of poor reception, (1) tubes that
have been abused either electrically or
mechanically; (2) batteries; (3) faulty
condition of set, and (4) weather condi-
tions. As often as not the falling off in
the strength of signals and the increas-
ing parasitic noises which do so much to
mar the programs are due to conditions
within the long -used set itself. Of course
there is such a thing as static ; true, weather
conditions have much to do with the
radio transparency of space, so to speak;
granted, some days are better than others
for radio reception, but weather condi-
tions are not always to blame for poor
reception.

It must be borne in mind that Summer-
time radio is ushered in after the average
receiving set has gone through a long
session of steady use and is very much
in need of replacements and general over-
hauling. Therefore, just as the average
motorist would not think of starting his
motoring season without going over his en-
gine and body and tires to be sure of satis-
factory operation during the hard Sum-
mertime use of his car, so the average
radio fan should put his receiving set in
tip top shape for the same Summer period
when its efficient operation will bring
joys and thrills.

Begin With The Antenna and Ground
Radio housecleaning starts with the

wave -intercepting system, which is usually
in the form of an antenna and a ground
connection. The Super -Heterodyne and
other types of receivers using a loop an-
tenna are practically free from trouble in
this direction, unless it be a loose connec-
tion, whichc is readily detected. But with
the conventional antenna, summertime con-
ditions are likely to introduce new factors
which must be met. Thus the antenna
that has been giving excellent service
all Winter may require certain altera-
tions with the approach of warm weather,
when nearby trees and shrubbery take on
foliage. The absorption factor increases
with the appearance of foliage, so that
the antenna, satisfactory as it may have
proved during the Winter and early
Spring, now requires more clearance above
trees and shrubbery to provide the same

efficiency as heretofore. Again, the an-
tenna masts may be bent over as the re-
sult of long exposure, and the antenna
supporting ropes may be stretched, so that
the antenna wires have a pronounced
sag that lowers the height of the an-
tenna. Lead-in wires, heretofore free
and clear of trees and shrubs and walls,
may now be touching objects which
provide a direct path to the ground for
the elusive radio currents. All these
things should be watched for in going
over the antenna.

Then there is the question of wear and
tear. The antenna wire, exposed to the
elements and the corrosive action of the
sulphur fumes of coal smoke, becomes a
poorer conductor as time goes on. Indeed,
the high -resistance coating, which forms
on antenna wires where there has been
much corrosion, is likely to reduce the
efficiency to some extent. Fastidious radio
fans change their antenna wire at least
once a year, although this is not essential
to good results.

The main features are the joints, which,
if they have not been soldered, are bound
to become corroded in time and from high -
resistance links in the wave -intercepting
circuit, greatly reducing the efficiency of
the set. The joints of the antenna, from
the antenna wire to the lead-in and right
down to the antenna binding post on the
receiver, should be carefully examined. It
may be best, even if there are no visible
signs of corrosion, to undo each unsol-
dered joint, scrape the wires clean with
emery cloth or sand paper, and make new
connections. Of course, soldered joints
are best; but if the unsoldered joints are
tightly made and then wrapped with elec-
trician's friction tape, they will remain sat-
isfactory for a, long while.
Antenna Insulators and Ground Connection

While going over the antenna system,
the insulators should be examined since
these are likely to accumulate a coating
of dirt or soot with the result that a
conducing path is formed for the leakage
of the high -frequency radio currents. The
insulators should be cleaned. If unglazed
insulators have been in use, they should
be replaced with the glazed kind.

The ground connection should next be
examined. Often, due to the dissimilarity
of the metals of the water pipe and the
ground clamp or wire wrapped around the
pipe, electrolytic action has set in with the
result that the metals in contact are quite
corroded, forming a high -resistance ground
connection. Rather than overlook a seri-
ous handicap in this direction, it may be
best to remove the ground clamp or wire,
clean it with sandpaper or emery cloth,
clean the water pipe thoroughly, and make
a new ground connection with clean,
bright surfaces. If another type of ground
is used, it should be examined and good
connections ensured by soldering the wire
to the ground clamp.

Chasing Out Dust and Dirt
While the average radio receiving set

is more or less fool -proof, constant use
must necessarily bring about certain
changes. First of all, there is the matter
of dust and dirt-apparently insignificant,
but really a factor that counts in achieving
topnotch efficiency. Dust and dirt are
apt to accumulate moisture, in which
event serious leakage is introduced in the
radio set with an accompaniment of
troublesome noises. Especially is this
true in the case of dust and dirt accum-
ulating between the plates of the variable
condensers. For dusting the radio re-
ceiver, a soft brush, preferably camel's
hair, should be used, of such size as to
permit of getting into the tight places

and corners. A pipe cleaner will do very
nicely for cleaning in between the vari-
able condenser plates.

Attention to Condensers
Then there is the matter of contacts

and joints. If the variable condensers
are not provided with flexible pig -tails or
coiled spring connections, and if noise is
noticed as they are turned, it is well to
take them apart and clean the points of
contact with fine emery cloth. If flexible
connections are used, these should be ex-
amined to make sure they are unbroken.

Binding posts should be examined.
Screws and nuts should be turned up right
to make good connections with the wiring.
Jacks should be gone over for loose con-
nections. Switch members should be in-
spected to make certain that good con-
tacts are made and that the various pars
are properly tightened. Rheostat arms
should be examined, to insure proper con-
tact between the movable arm and the
resistance wire winding. In fact, the radio
receiver should be overhauled as much
for mechanical details as for electrical.

Joints, soldered and otherwise, are a
prolific source of trouble especially in the
home-made variety of receiver. In the
case of soldered joints, unless the work
has been done with rosin -core solder or
has been carefully wiped after soldering,
they may become corroded. Again, flux
which has not been wiped off after the
soldering job tends to spread to the panel
and out to adjoining parts, forming high -
resistance leaks which become more evi-
dent with the advent of warm and damp
weather. All traces of flux should be re-
moved by cleaning the soldered parts
with gasoline or alcohol.

Broken joints may be located 'while the
receiver is in actual use, by tapping or
moving each joint in turn and listening
for noises in the head -phones. Movable
parts can be tests in the same way, by
manipulating them.

Attention to The Batteries
The wear and tear of radio reception

falls heaviest on the batteries. The A
battery, which operates the filaments of
the vacuum tubes, may require recharg-
ing or replacement, depending upon
whether it is of the storage or dry type. The
B batteries, having gone through several
months of service, may be pretty well ex-
hausted, even though they still operate the
radio receiver with fair volume but with
increasing noisiness.

In the case of the storage battery, radio
house-cleaning involves an examination of
the battery. The lugs and straps of the
battery may be partly corroded, and dirt
may have accumulated between them, thus
establishing a partial short-circuit which,
while insignificant so far as the battery
itself is concerned, is a fertile source of
noise in the receiver. The vent caps should
be removed and the battery electrolyte
tested for specific gravity and also for
water level. Distilled water should be
added if necessary, and the battery should
be recharged if the hydrometer reading
is low. If the battery has been allowed
to run down quite low, it is best to send
it to a re -charging station for a good
"boost" after which it can be re -charged
when necessary with the usual home re-
charger.

Dry batteries should be tested with a high
grade high resistance voltmeter, and all
voltage readings should be made with the
tubes burning at normal filament tempera-
ture, i. e., under load conditions. If the
voltage of the individual dry cell is below
1.1 it should be discarded and a fresh cell
installed.
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An Inductance Set for DX
By Percy Warren

0 matter how good other sets
for distance, volume and quality,

the 1 -tube regenerative set still holds its
own. This is not be-
cause a 1 -tube set is
better than the more
elaborate types, but
because it is simple
to build and can al-
ways be rebuilt with-
out any difficulty to
suit the owner's
fancy or whimsical
preference.

A peculiar thing
about these 1 -tube
affairs is that when

PERCY WARFtEN two steps of audio -
frequency amplifica-

tion are added more volume is obtained,
than with the usual 5 -tube receiver. In
the December 6 issue of RADIO WORLD
was published an article giving complete
data on how to make a two-step amplifier,
which can be added to any set.

The set (Fig. 1) is regenerative and
tuned by the inductive method only, that
is there are no variable condensers used
when tuning the set. This is not new,
but a very effective method, considering
the selectivity and the volume obtained
thereby.

In every set there is at least one objec-
tional factor. There is no set at the pre-
sent that one could rate as absolutely per-
fect. The factor here, is that the set, if
not properly manipulated, will radiate and
annoy neighbors.

There is very little to purchase for the
building of this set. As a matter of fact,
it can be built from parts lying around
the house. The first essential is the panel,
7 x 10", with cabinet to fit. There are
two controls in this set, two dials on the
front of the panel, excluding the rheostat
knob. For detection a UV201A tube is
used, with a plate voltage of from 1634
to 45, depending on the individual char-
acteristics of the tube. For controlling
the filament temperature of the tube a 20 -
ohm rheostat is required. Cl is grid con-
denser, .00025 mfd. C2, by-pass condenser,
is .001 mfd. fixed. This condenser may
have to be omitted later on when testing
the set, as it may be found that without
it the tube oscillates more freely. The
filament of the tube is lighted by four
dry cells, which are connected in series.

Ll, L2, L3, L4, are home-made coils
The phones should be a good pair as the
quality of the reception as well as the
volume of the set is somewhat dependent
upon the phones. They do not have to
be expensive to be a good pair, as thereare many manufacturers putting outphones that are cheap and still are fine.A terminal strip, antenna wire, lead-inwire, ground wire and a ground clampare needed.

Since the tuning coils are really the
heart of the circuit, that is, they usually
are the dividing line between success and
failure, as far as selectiveness of the set
is concerned, we shall discuss them first.

The fist coil that we will wind is the
antenna coil, LI. Procure a form 3" in
diameter and about 4" in length. One-
half inch from the end of the form start
winding and put on 10 turns. Use No. 22
DCC in all cases. L2 is the stator and L3
is the rotor of the variometer, while L4
is the tickler. Take a form, 3" in diam-
eter, and wind 28 turns, leave 1/2" andwind 28 turns more. This is for thestator. Where the space is left, drill ahole 3/16" in diameter, which is for the
purpose of inserting the shaft. The rotor
is wound on a 2" form. It is best here to

4

FIG. 1, the circuit diagram o Percy Warren's
1 -tube DX set that uses no capacity tuning. The

coils are honte-madh

get hold of a regular rotor form, is you
will find it difficult to wind 72 turns, which
are the number of turns the rotor should
have, on a straight piece of tubing.
There are 36 turns on each half of the
rotor, and a Y2" space left between the
turns. The stator coil should be con-
siderably long, about 8". Connect the
ending of 12 to the beginning of L3, when
winding, so that when you have completed
the coil, there will be only two leads
protruding from the variometer part of
the coil. The variometer will take up
about 5" of Ahe space of the tubing. Leave
and make a dot 1" and 1" from this mark
(1" from tubing end) drill a hole for the
tickler shaft. Here you use the same
kind of a form that you used on the rotor
of the variometer. Wind 35 turns on this
form, 17 on one half and 18 on the other
half, leaving 4" between the turns. For
holding the rotating forms in place a
piece of solder is dropped on the shaft,
which is brass tubing 3/16" diameter, after
the shaft enters the stator, before it en-
ters the rotor of the tubing and after it
goes through the rotor close to the tubing.
The same is done on the other end of
the tubing and for the tickler also. This
will hold the rotor tubings in place. The
end of LI is connected to the end of 1.3.

Bring the beginning of LI to the an-
tenna post of the terminal strip, and the
end of this same coil to the ground, which
is in turn connected to the end of L3 and
to A minus post of the strip. The re-
sistance wire R2 of the rheostat is con-
nected to the A minus also, the pointer
or the rheostat arm going to the F minus
post of the socket. The end of L2 goes
to one post of Cl, the other post of Cl
going to one terminal of the variable re-
sistance, which in this case is the Bret-
wood, and also to the grid post of the
socket. The end of R1 goes to A plus
on the terminal strip and to F plus post
of the socket. This means that there is
a positive grid return. The end of the
tickler coil IA goes to the plate post of
the socket and the beginning of this coil
goes to the phone post and to one terminal
of C2. The other post of C2 goes to the
B minus, which is connected to the A
minus. The other phone post goes to the
B plus.

No matter how good a builder you may
be there are always some things to be
done to the set to get the most out of it.
If you do not get regeneration reverse
the tickler windings, omit the condenser
C2, and increase the plate voltage. If
your tuning is broad, decrease the length
of your antenna, which by the way should
be no more than 75 feet in total length,
including the lead-in. Take off the con -

Phones

A_

A+

B

B+221i

nection between the end of Ll and L3 for
sharpening up Vie tuning. If you do not
get the high wavelengths, put a .001 mfd.
condenser across the antenna and the
ground (parallel connection). If you do
not get the low wavelengths put the same
sized condenser in series with the antenna.
To increase the selectivity of the set put
a .001 variable condenser in series with
the ground lead. RI, the variable grid
leak, will be found some time to have noeffect to the tube. It is the peculiar
characteristic of some tubes that is there
may be a leakage in the internal part
of the tube or through the base of the
tube. When using the UV201A, it willbe found that about 5 or 6 megs. are
required for most efficient detection by
the tube. Scratchy noises often mistaken
for static, are caused by a defective B
battery or from leak. Be sure that all
the connections to the set are solid, in-
ternally and externally, and you will have
no trouble.

Tuning of the set.
This set at the beginning is very diffi-

cult to tune but as soon as the stations are
logged you can rely upon the readings, ex-cept when it rains, when the dial read-
ings will change because of the capacity
of your antenna changing, due to leaking
of the energy in your antenna and also
the resistance caused by the water on your
antenna.

First turn the tickler to the left and
listen for a sharp click. This determines
if your set is regenerating. The vario-
meter is used for tuning in the wave-
lengths. To get louder signals, try re-
versing the leads of the A battery and
your phone leads.

This is a good DX set, 1,000 miles being
obtained steadily under best winter con-
ditions.

LIST OF PARTS
One auto transformer, (L').
One variometer (L', L5).
One tickler coil (L').
One UV 201A or C 301A tube.
Four dry cells, 13¢ volts each.
Two 223¢ -volt B batteries.
One pair of phones.
One standard porcelain base socket.
One .001 mfd. condenser (C').
One .00025 mfd. condenser (C').
One variable grid leak (R').
One 20 -ohm rheostat (R').
One terminal strip.
One pound of No. 22 DCC wire.
Two 3" forms.
Two special rotor forms.
One cabinet 7x10".
One panel 7x10".
Two 3" dials.
One baseboard r wide and 9" long.
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The summer heat may sizzle and make
us thoroughly uncomfortable, but a radio
set that gives us cooling music like the
"Dance of the Esquimaux," or the "Bath-
ing with Jennie at Coney Isle" will help
some.
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Wavelength Incubator
Suggested as Solution

WASHINGTON.
T F a process could be formulated for
1 manufacturing or hatching wavelengths
it would probably net the inventor a for-
tune, and at the same time render a great
service to the public.

With the ether already congested and
with hardly room for another broadcast-
ing station, the Radio Bureau of the De-
partment of Commerce has learned of at
least 160 new stations which are either
under construction or are contemplated.

Warning has been given to each of these
new projects that at the present time
every wavelength is in use and that new
stations have no certainty of receiving an
air channel. This warning has discour-
aged some constructors while others are
going ahead with the hope that some old
station will drop out or else new inventions
will open up additional wavelengths.

It is feared that considerable trouble
may develop for the Department of Com-
merce when these disappointed stations
are definitely refused the privilege of go-
ing on the air. '

THE DIAMOND OF THE AIR AS A a -CON-
TROL SET, by Herman Bernard. This is the cir-
cuit that is sweeping the country. Four tubes;
loop or aerial. Send 30c for May 23 nnd 30 issues
of RADIO WORLD, 1493 Bioadway, New York
City.

Everything Cured Under Ether
WMFIL EN

The Waning of Early to Bed
ON the farm and in the city radio is retarding the hour of going to bed. Even in

cities the hour used to be around 10 P. M. in many households, while on farmsusually it was somewhat earlier. But now the entrancing orchestras, those of greatest
fame and most fluent noisy mechanisms, strike up their opening chords at 10 P. M. or
11 P. M., leaving no option to the radioist who perforce must listen to these vendors
of musical popularity. The most powerful stations broadcast the work of the most
famous orchestras, hence the ease of reception defeats any otherwise comfortable
excuse for not tuning in.

There is, besides music or jazz, the delightful atmosphere of the hotel grill room,
which reaches the stuffy city apartment no less invitingly than the porch of the farm-
house that is abuzz with the night life of the woodland. The chatter of table talkers,
the hand -clapping, the use of the double microphones (snapping off the eclat when the
station announcer is ready to talk up), all are familiar parts of night life at home.
Radio has made them so.

But to be one of the great army one must stay up to listen. At first this is over-
whelmingly enjoyable; next a rather exacting indulgence, when weighed by the ragged
feeling at the hour of rising. Matutinal ablutions are just plain douses of cold water,
very shocking, after six hours' sleep.

Then time wears on, the night life at home continues, the listening is no longer a
novelty, yet still is a delight, and behold, the early -to -bed, early -rising genius is a mere
six or seven -hour sleeper. The wholesome eight to ten hours have gone. And thesuffering is-nothingl The human body is the most malleable machine ever devised,
and the wonder is that some radio originalist has not taken out a patent on it!

Radio has changed not only the hour of retiring, but has cut into one's sleep without
ill effect. The requirements for rising at a given hour still regretfully endure, for
strictly commercial "bossee continue to exact the same early promptness for begin-ning work. Maybe they will see the light themselves, and, finding that contented
workers run the cows a good race, will lop an hour off the distaff side of the day's
work, while being punctilious about not adding it to the other end, or cancelling the
magnanimous effect by indentation of the pay envelope, or invasion of the consti-
tutional rights to a fortnight's vacation to enable one to get tired enough to enjoysitting down to work.

The Fourth of July is not a propitious time to suggest to the harassed employer
that the hour be deleted without adverse consequence to employe. Business is not sobrisk as it is in December, and besides there is no compromise in patriotic feeling. It
is either the exposed risk of one's very life, or just a form of speech making, usually
political. Let's wait for Christmas. While being optimists, let's not be too insistent
on determining now which Christmas it will be.

When Reception Seems Hopeless
THERE are a few locations in which no set will work well. This is due to dead
spots, or their somewhat less necrological brethren, screened areas; in any case, to

some hostile absorption of the radiated waves. These spots will be encountered at
summer resorts, in valleys, even on mountain -tops. Reception in most cases will not
be prevented. It is well, therefore, not to condemn a portable set simply because it
does not work in a given rural locality where radio conditions are undetermined. Ore
in the ground is something receptionists frequently know nothing about, although
varicose veins of the larcenous product abound, and all to the detriment of reception.
It is no disgrace to radio that conditions exist whereby even a super -heterodyne cannot
perform well. Persons wholly ignorant of things radio will be quick to laugh, but the
real radioist will get busy himself trying to find a solution. He will drive a nail in
a tree, as if to use one source of energy diversion for a gainful purpose, or run a wire
under the lake for aerial or ground, to try a counterpoise, or a loop, or otherwise test
for possibly good operating conditions. And in those few instances where he is com-
pletely stumped he will admit it and shrug his shoulders with as great an evidence of
good nature as is possible for one whose expectations ran high before the mysteries
of science prevailed over the yearnings.of an enraptured soul.
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ROXY NOSES
OUT BERNIE

IN POPULARITY
Snatches First Place, with

9,894 Votes, but Bernie
is Only 8 Behind, and
Test Has Three More
Weeks to Run-Bona-
witz Holding Third Po-
sition-Happiness Boys
Fourth, Gaining in
Strength -Per so na 1
Tributes Paid to Rotha-
fel in Letters - Race
Seems Confined to the
Four Cited.

AT the beginning of the last month
of the contest to determine the most

popular radio entertainer, on the basis
of balloting by RADIO WORLD readers,
Roxy snatched the lead that Ben Bernie
had been holding for several weeks. A
great batch of Roxy votes arrived by
mail, giving him a stronger position day
by day, until the day before this edition
went to press, when Roxy actually took
the lead.

Karl Bonawitz retains third position,
which he has been occuping steadily. But
the Happiness Boys showed increased
strength, not because they crept up any in
relative position, but because of the rain
of ballots being received, indicating that
they may finish better than fourth if the
present rate keeps up.

Confined to Four
As the contest now stands it seems

to be among Roxy, Bernie, Bonawitz and
the Happiness Boys, since the others are
very considerably behind these. Roxy,
while first, has only eight more votes
than Bernie. With the votes near the
10,000 mark for the leading two, this is
nothing to make Roxy inordinately proud.
As for Bernie being eased out of first
place, it may be impertinent to say "I
hope you'll like it." If he doesn't, there's
a remedy. Get so many more votes that
you'll be back in first place.

Laudation of Roxy
Roxy should be congratulated, however.

The mail in which the votes for him ar-
rived contained numerous -letters express-
ing admiration of his work, both the mu-
sical programs from the Capitol Theatre,
and his charitable endeavors, especially
for wounded veterans. Roxy hasn't for-
gotten the veterans though some of us
may have done so; and thousands have
not forgotten Roxy, nor are likely to for-
get him.

The voting coupon is published on this
page. Use it, also all coupons from pre-
vious issues, and give your support to
your favorite radio entertainer. Remem-
ber that the contest winds up with the last
issue in July-dated the 25th-so there is
no time to lose.

Standing of the Contestants
Roxy (S. A. Rothafel), WEAF, N. Y 9 894
Ben Bernie & Orch., WEAR' 9 886
Karl Bonawitz, WIP"Philadelphia 8 154

Pappiness
Boys, W.8 -AF 041

ool and Glenn, WLS, Chicago 2 132
Alvin E. Hauser, WFBH, N. Y. City 1 110

Less than 1,000: Leo Reisman Orches-
tra, WBZ, Sringfield, Mass.; Nils T. Gran -

Contest Rules
The votes in RADIO

I. WORLD'S 1925 contest to
determine the radio entertainer
entitled to the popularity gold
medal may be cast by filling out
the coupons as published weekly
in RADIO WORLD. One coupon
entitles the sender to one vote.
The coupon should be properly
filled out and mailed. Anybody
subscribing to RADIO WORLD
(a new subscriber or one renew-
ing an existing subscription), may
cast as many votes as are rep-
resented by the total number of
weeks of the new or renewed
subscription. In addition, as the
coupons are published, the sub-
scriber may use them for sending
in one vote on each such coupon.
When subscribing, cast your to-
tal subscription votes by speci-
fying the candidate in the sub-
scription order.

2 This contest closes July 31.
The last coupon will be

published in the July 25 issue.
rio In case of a tie, a gold.3 medal will be awarded to
each contestant so tied.

lund, WHN, New York City; Harmony
WLS;Girls, Lambdin Kay, WSB, Atlanta,

Ga.; J. Andrew White, WJZ, New York
City; Gold Dust Twins, WEAF; Walter
Peterson, WLS; Hotel Commodore Orch.,
WJZ; Henry Field, KFNX, Shenandoah,
Kan.;' Jack Little, WOC, Davenport, Ia.;
Herman Bernard, WGBS, New York City.

New Broadcasters
Washington.

Five new class A stations were licensed
while two stations were transferred from
class A to B and permitted to use higher
power. The new stations follow:

CLASS A
cog station Meters Watts
WKBG-C. L. Carrell, (Porta-

ble) Chicago, Ill. 215.7 100
W IBP-First Presbyterian

Church, Meridian, Miss. 209.7 5
KFVZ-Glad Tidings Taberna-

cle, Inc., San Fran-
cisco 234 50

WGMU-A. H. Grebe & Co ,

Inc., Richmond Hill, N.
Y. 236 100

WEHS-Robert E. Hughes,
Evanston, Ill. 205.4 20

TRANSFERS, CLASS A TO CLASS B
WBBM-Atlass Investment

Co., Chicago, Ill 226 1,500
KLDS-Reorganized Church

of Jesus Christ of Lat-
ter Day Saints, Inde-
pendence, Mo 440.9 1,000

* * *
Washington.

CNRV, "The Voice of the Pacific" will
soon be on :he air to test the skill of
American fans who like to get distance.
CNRV, which is now under construction,
will be located at Lulu Island, British
Columbia, and will have a transmission
radius of 2,000 miles under favorable
weather conditions.

Two new stations will have two steel
towers 150 feet high, quadrangular and
tapering in shape and about 200 feet
apart. The equipment will consist of No.
1 Northern Electric Type Transmission
outfits with a 500 watt output.

Must Keep Radio Premium
Irr HE report of the executive secretary
I of the Actors' Equity Association,

presented at the twelfth annual meeting,
pointed out the "injustice" of refunding
money received for broadcasting. An ex-
cerpt follows:

"The decision of your Council that if a
performance is broadcast from the stage
the actors shall receive an additional one -
eighth of a week's salary has been en-
forced upon several occasions and we
only require your active cooperation to
make it an established fact.

"When I say your active cooperation, I
mean that you must not only report to us
whenever a microphone is placed in the
footlights and that you must also insist
on being paid, but that you must see that
some of your less experienced brothers
and sisters in the company do not, by a

subterfuge, destroy the value of the ruling.
For instance, we even had one case where
we learned that a number of members of
a company were prepared to turn back
into the manager's pocket the money
which he was to pay to them for the
broadcasting. This works an injustice on
those who desire to live up to the letter
of the law in so far as their Association
is concerned, and would, in the long run,
nullify anything which we here at head-
quarters. might do. Actors are generous
beings. When they feel sorry for a man-
ager, they want to help him even at a
pecuniary loss to themselves, but they
should bear in mind that their action
might be the cause of preventing a per-
fectly legitimate claim for money being
paid to hundreds and perhaps thousands
of their fellow members."

RADIO WORLD'S POPULARITY CONTEST
To Determine the Cold Medal Radio Entertainer for 1925
Popularity Editor, RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. C.
I hereby cast one ballot for:
(Name of Entertainer)

(Entertainer's Station)
(Voter Sign Full Name Here)
(Street and Number)
(City) (State)

FILL OUT THIS COUPON AND MAIL NOW!
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Cut-price Sales Always Due to
says Grebe, Opposing Dumping

THE HOME of the Grebe broadcasting

Bad Judgment
SIXTEEN years ago the science of radio

communication was in its infancy.
Its present popularity was not thought

of, save in the heart
of the dreamer.
Complete transmit-
ting and receiving
sets were built by
Grebe in his smaU
factory at Richmond
Hill at this early
date.

Eleven years ago
the first radio catalog
from the Grebe fac-
tory made its bid for
favor. At that time
Grebe was supplying
the greater part of
the apparatus used
by the amateur oper-
ators who composed
the American Radio
Relay League.

With the advent of
broadcasting a host
of manufacturers en-
tered the field. Many
were assemblers. A
very few made every
part of the receiver
they sold. Grebe was
the leader of the
little band who be-
lieved that perfection
could not be attained
by assembling the
parts of many
makers.

He made every
Stations, a commodious, up-to-date building. part of the Grebe

receivers in his own shop. This pioneer
plan of making every part his own
plant gave the Richmond Hill inventor
an outstanding position in the radio world.

Many additions were made to the
original Grebe factory. Two years ago
the new concrete and glass plant was
built. It was a large building devoted
entirely to the manufacture of radio sets.
This year the big building is being doubled
in size. The addition will be completed
by mid -July.

Recognizing that the growth of the
radio business is largely dependent on the
maintenance of radio programs. A. H.
Grebe and Co., Inc., decided to install a
broadcasting station. WAHG, the original
Grebe station, went on the air last Sep-
tember.

A statement by the Grebe Company
says:

"The Grebe organization numbers among
its members executives who have grown
up with the Company. These men have
been in the thick of the fight for supre-
macy. They believe in the strength of
the pack and work as one for united suc-
cess. They know they are making and
selling dependable apparatus. Practically
every Grebe installation manufactured
since the advent of broadcasting is still
in service, doing the work it was designed
to do and doing it well.

"A new radio season is about to unfold
its portals. That it will be a good year
for good radios goes without saying.
Every year is a good year for the maker
of good radios. The bargain counter
never yawns with an overload of the best
in radio for there is always a market for
the best. Cut-price sales can always be
traced back to bad judgment on the part
of some assembler. And bad judgment
usually runs true to form year after year.
An issue of stock is an easy way to tide
over a bad guess. Later on the stock
buyers may use their "securities" for wall
paper. To the adventurer radio is a game.
To the conscientious manufacturer it is a
good business.
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Wait Until September, 1926,
for Short -Waves for Stations

THE only escape from the condition of overcrowding of the air seems to be in
having the broadcasting stations on lower wavelengths, because there the chan-

nels are enormously more numerous. An alternative would be the limitation of the
number of stations, but this does not suit the American policy of free-for-all compe-
tition in such matters. It would confer too great a benefit on mere seniority and,
in the end, cause detrimental public reaction to radio in general. It would make radio
smack too much of an art that was founded on favoritism.

Nobody need expect this change to lower waves to be made this year. Indeed it
would be most unfair to the radio manufacturers to foist such a change on them
with great suddenness, and render great stocks useless in their existing state.

The Fourth National Conference will be held in September and it is hoped that a
solution will be reached then. But under no circumstances, out of regard to those
who have helped so much to make radio what it is today, should any such change
to lower waves be effective before the Fall of 1926. Also, about a full year's notice
should be given, which would be possible if the Fourth National Conference would
come to a courageous solution of the problem of relief from congestion. Of course
the conference has no plenary power. All rests with Congress. But a strong recom-
mendation by the Conference would be sufficient notice to the trade. Maybe this time
Congress would co-operate. Other miracles have happened.

Business Opportunities-Radio and Electrical
Rates: 50e a line; Minimum, $1.00

RADIO AND SPORTING GOODS STORE.
Gross business $25,000 yearly; practically no

competition; owner has other interests. Box 744,
Martinsburg, W. Va.

ESTABLISHED RADIO MANUFACTURING
concern requires executives with $10,000 to

handle sales and half interest. Box X, Radio
World.

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER WISHES
contact with individual having radio sales ex-

perience and capital to organize small radio
manufacturing and sales company. Scot Y,
Radio World.

MACHINE SHOP LOOKING FOR MANUFAC-
turing proposition; machine, tool, experimental

work; design, develop new ideas; rent apace.
Community Machine Works, 122 Centre St., N. MAKE MONEY! RADIO BUSINESS.. Write
Y. C.

$100,000 WAITING-Get into the radio business
and make yourself independent. We can start
you in this well -paying business if you are the
right man. Write for particulars. Box 712,
RADIO WORLD.

DEALERS! Write for our proposition for fi-
nancing you over the Summer season. Box 223,
RADIO WORLD.

A PRODUCTION, MECHANICAL OR ELEC.
trical engineer who has $10,000 cash to put

into a going business; two factories now in
operation; 65,000 unfilled orders; American, Scan.
dinavian or German who is familiar with semi -
close manufacturing methods; must show suc-
cessful record and be of high character; strictly
confidential. Box Z, Radio World.

Xonkle, 192 Market Street, Newark, N. J.
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Brightson Denounces Dumping
23

Literature Wanted
At a meeting of the Talking Machine

& Radio Men's Association, held at the
Cafe Boulevard, New York City, George
E. Brightson, founder and former presi-
dent of the Sonora Phonograph Co., and
president of the Brightson True Blue La-
boratories, discussed "Retail Merchandis-
ing of Radio."

"My observations," said Mr. Brightson,
"based on my recent Western trip, show
me that neither dealers nor the public
may expect any radical changes to take
place in the field. True, the manufacturers
are paying considerably more attention
to the appearance of their receivers-
striving towards the fine furniture ideas.
But that is about all, as far as changes
go. I can not see any real radical tech-
nical changes for some time to come. Re-
finement is the word of the day, and
quality the cornerstone.

"With regard to the cutting of prices,
the manufacturers are realizing that they
will have to give the dealers adequate
protection. Figures show that over half
of the radio receivers which we sold last
year were purchased on the time payment
plan. Therefore, the dealers have insisted
on a stopping of the dumpings and sud-
den unloadings which have left them with
many returned receivers, due to the fact
that the customers could let their few
payments go, purchase the receiver at the
same price and still save thirty to fifty
dollars. Also, manufacturers have realized
that this is not contributing to the stab-
ilizing of the field and have laid their
plans to stop it themselves.

"My talks with various big manufactur-
ers in the country have shown me that
they are beginning to realize the need
for the sale of the complete receiver
semble-not leaving the choice of acces-
sories to either price or fancy on the part
of the purchaser.

"Furthermore, I see fewer dealers re -

THE RAMBLER SIX
A REAL PORTABLE

Volume, Clarity, Portability, Durability and
Beauty Unequalled

Usirtset le might. 21 main
I. else, 14s11 Vesilk, Isar.

LIST
PRICE $80.00

If year itseis canna stake immediate Er
Newry we will skit ikrece frees factory mew
day your mosury order sr Owls is receive/.
American Interstate Radio Service

LA Grasmrich Street, New York City
Dlerlbuten. labors. Dears. writs for

mooed trade Wows.

KICK OUT
STATIC

with Welty's De Luxe Crystector
Tito ay Ifectlearns ay Sadie
Regatta, mi-fis tams er
detector teal. ElesariessmoNa.
No dame Is since. Mane
eurprIstrig cleanses ma aria
of tone. Pratteelly etla-
last. coda ioeffloce MOOT
censumottois. Macy to tt
Oratootera does ene Lamas
nratn ea. eel.., 14.041 wean&
Agents ad Menem wrIbe ti
Res.

WM. A. WELTY I COMPANY
it I. State Won Phase

tailing radio this fall than in the past. The
race of elimination has started and only
those with sufficient financial backing, up-
right merchandising principles and desire
to elevate the retailing of radio to a
higher plane, will continue to do business.
The day of the locksmith shop who has
his little nick in the sail and sells at three
cents profit on the dollar is over, or nearly
so. Price ranges may be lowered by the
manufacturer due to lower production
costs, but the man who will get the ad-
vantage is the stable dealer and his cus-
tomers."

INDUSTRIES BANQUET
TO BE IN MID -SEPTEMBER

The Second Annual Radio Industries
Banquet will be held in New York the
week of September 13, date not definitely
announced. This banquet will be under
the auspices of the National Radio Trade
Association and a number of others in the
industry.

The Industries Banquet has no connec-
tion with any radio show. Reservations
for the banquet are being arranged by the
secretaries of the various associations as-
sociated with the management of the din-
ner. A number of prominent speakers are
expected and arrangements are being
made for broadcasting and other features.

Coming Events
AUG. 72 to 211-3d Annual Pacific Radio Expositiem, Civic Auditorium, San Francisco. Write

P. R. E., 905 Mission St., San Francisco.
SEPT. S to 12-Third annual National Radio

Exposition, Ambassador Auditorium, Loa Angeles,
Cal. Address Waldo K. Tupper.SEPT. I to 12-National Radio ExpositionGrand Central Palsoe, N. Y. C. Write AmericanRadio Exp. Co., 522 Aye., N. Y. C.SEPT. IP to 20-International Wireless Exposi-
tion, Geneva, Svritrarland.

SEPT. 14 to It-Second Radio World's Fair,258th Field Artillery Armory, Kingsbrulge Road
and Jerome Aye., N. Y. C. Writs Radio World's
Fair, Timm Bldg., N. Y. C.

SEPT. 14 to l/-Pittsburgh Radio Show. Motor
Square Garden. Write J. A. Simpson, 420 Be -D-eemer Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

SEPT. 11 to 19-Radio Show, Winnipeg, Can.
Canadian Expos. Co.

SEPT. 21 to 23-International Radio Exposition,
Steel Pier, Atlantic City N. J.SEPT. 28 to OCT. 3-National Radio Exposi-
tion, American Exp. Palace, Chicago. Write N.R. E., 440 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.OCT. 3 to 10-Radio Exposition, Arena, 46th
and Market Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., G. B.
Bodenhof, manager, auspices Philadelphia Public
Ledger.

OCT. 3 to 19-Second Annual Northwest Radio
Exposition, Auditorium, St. Paul, Mimi.

OCT. 6 to 11-Second Annual Radio Show, Co,
cannon Hall Washington, D. C. Write Radio
Merchants Anociation, 113 Woodward Bldg.

OCT. 12 to 17-Boston Radio Show, MochaniUs
Hall. Write to B. R. S., 209 Massachusetts Ave.,
Boston, Mass.

OCT. 12 to 17-St. Louie Radio Show, Coliseum.
Write Thos. P. Convey, manager, 737 Frisco Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.

OCT. U to 17-Radio Show, Montreal, Can.,
Canadian Expos. Co.

OCT. 17 to 24-Brooklyn Radio Show, 13d
Regt. Armory. Write Joe. O'Malley, 1157 Atlantic
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

OCT. 15 to 2S-Second Annual Cincinnati Radio
Exposition, Music Hall. Write to G. B. Bader,
hot, care Cincinnati Enquirer.

NOV. 2 to 7-Radio Show, Tomato, Can, Cana-
dian Expos. Co.

NOV. 3 to 11-Radio Trade Aseociation Exposi-
tion, Arena Gardens, Nitrate. Write Robt. J.
Kirschner, chairman.

NOV. III to 23-Milwaukee Radio rap., C5vie
Auditorium. Write Sidney Neu, of J. Andre &
Sons, Milwaukee, Wis.

NOV. 17 to 72 -4th Annual Chicago Radio Exp..
Coliseum Write Herrmann & Kerr, Cort Theatre
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

THE DIAMOND OF THE AIR AS A 2 -CON-
TROL SET, by Herman Bernard. This is the cir-
cuit that is sweeping the country. Four tubes;
loop or aerial. Send 30e for May 23 and 30 issues
of RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York
City.

THE names of read., of RADIO WORLD
who desire literature from radio Job -

bens and dealers are published in RADIO
WORLD on request of the reader. The
blank below may be used, or a post card
or letter will do instead.
Trade Service Editor,
RADIO WORLD.
1493 Broadway, New York City.

I denrs to receive radio literature.
Name

City or town

State

Are you a dealer?

If not who i your dealer?
His Name
His Address

P. R. l'erry, 11 Orange St., Westfield, Mass.
Walter Bain, Crewe, Va.
F. W. Martin, 652 East 54th St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
Al. Kraus. 996 Aldus St., N. Y. C., N. Y.
Harry G. Neher, 154 Chestnut Ave., Waterbury,

Conn.
Eugene V. Delk, 3171,4 North Franklin St.,Michigan City, Ind.
G. A. Starke, 121 East 4th St., Cincinnati, 0.
Merrall Hardwire Co., Scranton, 0. (deafer).
Leland Stanford Orrick, P. 0. Box 73, McCurtain,

Okla.
Paul Glows, Holidays Cove, W. Va.
Stefan Rosspeck, 139 3rd Ave., N. Y. C., N. Y.

TWO STATIONS FOR RIO
WASHINGTON.

HE fire department of Rio de Janeiro
A is planning to install two radio sta-

tions, one on its main building at the
Praca da Republica and the other at its
maritime station on the Illha da Santa
Barbara.

SPECIAL! ilmmm's B -Um- -81"Section Tubes 3.75
Write me your RADIO wants. LowestPrices. Innuediats Delivery.
All "Bruno" Parts and standard merchan-
dise hi stock.

GEORGE'S RADIO SHOP
214 ST. NICHOLAS AVE. N. Y. CITY

Bring Your Super
Up To Date

-with a set of SilrerMandiall Two -Ten
(later -stale) and Two -nerves Inter)
Transformers and a Silver Oscillator
Coupler. Regardless of year super's pre-
vious efficiency, you can increase its am
plification and general efficiarisry 154 to 354
times with this remarkable equipment! Each
transformer is supplied with its chametter-
istie curve on a tag. Set of matched and
charted truidanners and
mcillator-Prios $26.50

Plana for the "Silver -Super"
are now available. This is the eat described
recently in "Radio World." Dmiliftwid by
McMurdo Silver, Assoc. LII.E. Complete
working blueprints, baseboard 50clayout, wiring plan*, etc

Silver -Marshall, Inc.
112 S. WABASH AVENUE,. CHICAGO

TEAR OFF AND MAIL TODAY
KEEP ABREAST OF THE LATEST

8 Weeks' Trial Subscription, $1.00 ...:DgEovEviL,;(77
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Court Denounces M a n
Charged With Fraud
Against Daven Corp.

Magistrate Simpson, in Com n le r cial
Frauds Court, New York City, held Moe
Goldman in $3,500 bail far trial in Special
Sessions on a charge of selling spurious
grid leaks, bearing labels with the Daven
name forged on them. Neither the leaks
nor the labels were Daven products, the
court held, denying defendant's motion to
dismiss.

It was brought out that Daven Radio
Corporation sold $175,000 worth of leaks
(or resistors) during 1924.

The court was of opinion that Hoffman,

For Maximum Amplification Without 11
Distortion and Tube Noises

use the well known
Como Duplex Transformers t:1

Push -Pull
Send for Literature

COMO APPARATUS COMPANY;
448 Tremont Street Boston, Mass.

RADIO TUBES DIRECT
NO DEALER PROFIT

Postage Prepaid -Satisfaction Guaranteed
ONE -"Goode" Two.o.one A Tube 51.85
THREE -"Goode" Twe-o-one A Tubes 5.00
The above Is a five volt, num-ter-ampere tube for use
on storage batteries and tan be used either as a
Detector or an Amplifier.
THE GOODE TUBE CORP., Inc,

OWENSBORO (Dent. B). KENTUCKY

FAHNESTOCK CLIPS
"Popular Wherever Radio Is Used"

14 Sizes in Beautiful Display Cass
Dealers, write for btg money-

roakbsg proposition.
FAHNESTOCK ELECTRIC CO.

Long Island City, L. I.

PFOR PRESSLEY, SUPERDYNE,
"DIAMOND OF THE AIR," ETC.
CUT, DRILLED AND ENGRAVED

Cortlandt Panel Engraving Co.
81 Cortlandt Street New York City

Tested and approved by Radio World

"TRI-TUNER
Build Your Own Set!

ofU. Are Rad Products.
A Three -Circuit Coil, ail
Lit. wound on natural
bakelite.
SENT
POSTPAID

ANELS

$3.00
Panel shield and hook-
ups included. Fahne-
stock clips used.

Eliminate Soldering

ARC RAD PRODUCTS
48 South 7th Street Newark, N. J.

EVERY PRODUCT GUARANTEED

C RAM'S
I NTER NATIONAL

RADIO
.12A±i4f4a P41_

This hunt and greatest Radio Atlas hes four
big maps. list of all Use Radio Stations is tin
United Elates Canada nd the entire world.
alphabetically erramted by state. and seties haws
wavelengths, kilocycles. and names of operators
Liberal spew for your private log. Poet paid oa
receipt of 40e. or one sent free with new year*
subscription for Radio World (96.09 for 52 nos.),
but with no other premium.

THE COLUMBIA PRINT
1493 Broadway New York City

using Dorothy Milburn as dummy, caused
the manufacturer of leaks at 5 cents each,
got the alleged Daven labels printed, and
sold a quantity to the Stuyvesant Elec-
trical Co., 53 Walker Street, of which
David Borgen is part owner. A check for
$552 was obtained (and immediately cer-
tified). It was made out to Irving Abrams.
The court held that Hoffman presented
himself as Abrams, supposedly acting for
Miss Milburn. Borgen refused to pay for
a subsequent shipment, whereupon Hoff-
man rushed to the police station to have
him arrested for grand larceny. Bogen
was "out" the $552, having learned the
leaks were not Daven, and therefore not
being authorized to sell them or even give
them away. Hoffman's arrest followed.
The court denounced his conduct.

SPEAK UP ON FALL MODELS
IS TIP TO MANUFACTURERS

The attention of manufacturer members
is called by the National Radio Trade As-
sociation, to the necessity for early an-
nouncement of Fall lines. While the asso-
ciation has gone on record as opposed to
a general model time, believing this would
make business of a more hesitant nature
before the announcement of new models,
the committee reporting on this question
urges upon members the necessity of early
introduction of models in order to give
the trade an opportunity to clear their
counters of all last season's goods. Henry
M. Shaw is president and L. N. Nixon sec-
retary of the association.

DE FOREST'S NEW TUBE
STANDS 270 PLATE VOLTS

TIE FOREST has a new tube, the DV5.
It draws 25 ampere and is fed from

a 6 -volt filament source. It will stand
plate voltage up to 270, with proper grid
bias. Roy A. Weagant, De Forest Co.'s
chief engineer, says it will give about
double normal volume this way. The tube
has an Insolantite base. As a regenera-
tive detector the tube takes a very low
plate potential.

CAN'T USE OWN NAME
In an action foe' an injunction brought

by Paul Westphal, manufacturer since
1881 of Paul Westphal's Auxiliator, a hair
tonic, against Westphal's Worlds Best
Corporation, defendant, Justice Mitchell of
the Supreme Court of New York, issued
a decree against the defendant. Judge
Mitchell held a man can not use his own
name when it causes unnecessary confu-
sion or where it usurps the established
name or business of another.

THE KEY TO THE AIR
(Concluded front page 13)

WRC, Washington. D. C., 469 (EST) -1 PM to
2; 4 to 6:30.

WRNY, New York City, 258.5 (ESTDS)-11:59 AM
to 2 PM; 7:59 to 10.

WWJ, Detroit, Mich., 352.7 (EST) -8 AM to 8:30;
9:30 to 10:30; 11:55 to 1:30; 3 to 4; 6 to 7; 8 to 9.

KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., 309 (EST) -9:45 AM to
12:15 PM; 2:30 to 3:20; 5:30 to 10:15.

THE ASTON CARD INDEX
RECORD YOUR RADIO STATIONS

Copyright
1924 by
S. T. Aston
',Son

Telephone
Frank! in
2139

$3.00
Complete
M0,441

100 Cards, Mahogany Finish er OniCabliret and
Index Dividers. A Useful Accessory to Any Set.
Give Neme of Sot and Sketch of Dial Arrangement.
Postpaid on Receipt of Cash or Money Order.

Dealers Write for Terms.
S. T. ASTON & SON

114 WORTH STREET NEW YORK CITY

KFAE, State College of Washington, 348.6 (PST)
-7:30 PM to 9.

KFI, Los Angeles, Cal., 467 (PST) -5 PM to 11.
KFKX, Hastings, Neb. 288.3 (CST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 5:15 to 6:15; 9:30 to 12:30.
KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa, 2. (CST) -12:15 to

1:15 PM; 3 to 4; 6:30 to 10.
KFOA, Seattle, Wash., 455 (PST) -12:30 PM to

1:30; 4 to 5:15; 6 to 7.
EGO, Oakland, Cal., 361.2 (PST) -11:30 AM to 1

PM; 1:30 to 3; 4 to 6:45; 7:15 to 10.
KGW, Portland, Oregon, 491.5 (PST) -11:30 AM

to 1:30 PM; 5 to 11.
KHJ, Los Angeles, Cal., 405.2 (PST) -7 AM to

7:15; 12 M to 3:20; 5:30 to 11:30.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal., 337 (PST) -11 AM to 12:05

PM; 4 to 5; 6 to 12.
KPO, San Francisco, Cal., 429 (PST) -7 AM to 8;

10:30 to 12 M; 1 PM to 2; 3:30 to 11.
KSD, St. Louie, Mo., 595.1 (CST) -7:30 PM to 9.
KY%(, Chicago, 536 (CSTDS)-6:30 AM to 7:30;

10:55 to 1 PM; 2:25 to 2:30; 6:02 to 11.

"HOW TO MAKE ff

The following illustrated constructional
articles have appeared in recent issues at
RADIO WORLD:
Sept. r, 1924-A simplified Noutrodyne with

Grad -Biased Detector, by J. E. Anderson.
A Low -Loss Wave Won, by Brewster Lee.

Nov. 15-A Sturdy Low -Lose Cell, by Lieut. P. V.
O'Rourke. An Ultra, 2 -Tube Boolver. by
Bye( C. Caldwell.

Dee. 6-A 8 -Tube Super -Heterodyne Using a
Vertometer, by J. B. Anderson. A $1 Coll
Winder, by Herbert D. Hayden.

Dee. 13 -The World's Simplest Tube set.
Lieut. P. V. O'Rourke.

Dee. 20-A 1 -Tube DX Wender. Rich IA Toss*.
by Herman Bernard. An Interchangeable De-
tector, by Ches. M. White.

Dee. 27-A 2 -Tube Varlometor Vet, by Lieut.
P. V. O'Rourke

Jan. 5. 1921-A 8 -Tub Portable That Needs N.
Outdoor Aerial. by Abner J. Goleta.

Jan. 10-A Low -Loss DX Inductance, by Herbert
E. Hayden.

Jan. 17-A 125 1-Tuhe DX Wonder, by Abner J.
Gelula.
24-4 Selective 012 Oryetal Set, by Brener

Lea. A Variomater-Tuned Reflex, by Stow
J. °elute. An $18 1 -Tube DX Moult fez
the Beginner, by Feeder Rofpatkin.

Jan. 31-A Transcontinental 2 -Tube Set, by H. B.
WrighL An Experimental Reflex, ter Ileac.
P. V. O'Rourke.

Feb. 7 --The Bluebird Reflex, by Lieut. P. V.
O'Rourke A $5 Home -Made Loudspeaker. by
Herbert 8 Hayden.

Feb. 14-A Super-Senaltive Reeelver, by Chas.
H. M. White. A Honeycomb RFT for DX.
by Herbert E. Hayden-

Feb. 21-A 1 -Tube Reflex for the Novice, kw
Foodor Rofpatkin. A Set for Professional
Folk, by Lieut. P. V. O'Rourke. A Honer-
eomb Crystal Receiver, by Raymond B. Wailes.

Feb. 28-A Set That Does the Most Poesible. With
6 Tubes, by Thomas W. Benson. Three
Resistance Stages. of Al on the 8-Circult
Tuner, by Albert BdwIn Bonn.

March 7--therage B Battery. by Herbert E.
Hayden. Beason'. Super -Heterodyne.

March 14 -The Relined 8 -Circuit Tuner That Tod
Can Leg, by Derma Bernard.

March 21-A Variable Leak. by Herbert B.
Hayden. A 4 -Tabs, 0 -Control Bet That Clete
the Most DX. by Idea. P. V. O'Rourke.

March 28 -The Improved DX Dandy Set, by
Herbert IL Hayden- A I -Tube Reflex for the
Novice, by Ferelor Rotpetkin.

April 4 --The Diamond of the Air.(Part. 1), by
Hermes Bernard. What the New Sodlon Tube
Is, or Sidney 11. Finkelstein. Seto for the
DX Devote.. by Lieut. P. V. O'Rourke.

April 11 -Audio Hookup. for Me Volume and
Quality as Well, by Browner Lee. The Dia-
mond of the Air (Part 21. by Herman Bernard.
1 -Tube Distanes-Getting Sete, by Lieut. F. V.
O'Rourke.

AprIl 18 --The Diamond of the Air (Part Si. by
Hermon Bernard. The T -Tube Pressley Super -
Heterodyne (Part I). by Thomas W. Beneon.
An Elam D Coll, by leak Norwood.

April 25-A S -Tube, 2 -Control DX Ream by
Brewster Lee. Trouble Stsootlag Article en
Diamond of the Air, by Herman Bernard.
Wiring the Preget°, Set (Part II, by Thomas
W. Benson

May 2 -The Twiripler. by J. E. Anderson.
May 9-A Bet to Cut Stalls, by Fonder Sof-

petkin. Toroid Circuit with Resistance AP.
by E. I. Sidney. A Pooh -Pull Mr Am-
plifier, by Lt. Peter V. Oltoerke.

May I6 -A 8 -Tube Eel.. Neutrodyne. by
Percy Warren. The Baby Portable by
Herbert H. Hayden. One Tube More for
Quality. by Brewster Lee.

May 23 -Powerful 3 -Tube Reflex Receiver, by
H. M. Wright. The 2-Contr.' Diamond (Part.
I), by Herman Bernard.

May 50 -Wiring the 5 -Control. Diamond (Put II,
by Bernard. 1-Controrodyne.
by SidneyHerman E. Finkelateln. Well don N T enour get
Tune the Entire Wavelength Band, by J. ILSohn..

June 6 -The Smokatack Portable, by Neal Pha-eton. A and B Battery Eliminators. nibs
DO (Part 1), by P. R. Edelman. A Ware -meter. by Lewis Winner.

June Ill -Simple Short -Wave Circuits, by Herbert
D. Hayden. A Simple Push -Pull Rheostat, by
A. C. 0. Force. A and B Battery Xliminators,
Veins AC (Part 2), by P. M. Edelman. A
Portable Super -Heterodyne, by Wainwright
Astor.

June 20 -The Diamond as a Reflex, by Herman
Bernard. A 2 -Tube Portable Reflex, by
Herbert R. Hayden. A Reflex for 99 Type
Tubes. by L. R. Barbie,.

June 27 -The Pocketbook Portable, by Burton
Lindhehn. The Power House Set. by John

L. Munson. Lesson on Learning the Code.

Any copy 13e. Any 7 males. $1.00. All these
32 eludes for $3.75 or start subscription with any
Issue. Rad!. World, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. City.
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of pe-rformance. Send your order in today.
Solid Rubber Case Radio Batteries

Solid Rubber Case Auto Batteries
6 -Volt.

'41.11g, $ :.0!
Send No Money .14,,ttdb,,t
we will ehip.day order re received. be Ex-
ress C. 0 U. anbiert Joirr exaery mination Bro.d.,.., Lob.

. ntodee RadioExtra Often 6 per cent discount for Hub
in full with order. Buy now and get a guar- T
anteed battery m CO per cent serum to you. Inc.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
1219 So. Wabash Ave., Dept. 11 CHICAGO. ILL.

World

Loop Circuit 1-il I LI" sing
Four Tubes in Reflex Fashion

(Concluded from page 4)
half of the shaft, making 38 turns in all.
The quartzite form is purchasable. This
circuit, when completed should work
as soon as the tubes are lighted up by the
rheostats and the phone plug is inserted.
In any set there is always room for im-
provement. The locality will have much
to do with the success of the set, and also
will the different type of tubes. The great -

:1:,H

12 -Cell- 24 -Volt
StoragegYBattery
.ositively given free with each
unrchase of a WORLD -A"
Storage Battery. You must
send this ad with your order.
WORLD Batteries are famous
for their guaranteed quality
and service. Backed by Peers
of successful manufacture and
thousands of satisfied users.
Eupiened With Solid Rubber Case.

e.y=;:ft:1.zi nod gate
2 -Year Guaranteer
Bond in Writing w°RLD Bet.., Approved

and Listed
as Standard
by Leading
Authorties
trl:Psalstt`tir
rdn:ZeP0rellr-
tate of Stand-
ted7fo

For
AUTO

and
STORAGE BATTERIES RADIO

tat Battery, Animals wad Gresmal Leeds-

Jones
MULTIPLUG
THE STANDARD SET CONNECTOR

HOWARD B. JONES
Ill 3. CANAL STREET CHICAGO

RADIO MAILING LISTS
17017 Radio Dealers. U. 8.. by UAW

oar M $7.50
6000 Radio Dealers. Foreign Countries

per M 7.50
1879 Radio Mfrs. perr. Lid 20.00
2470 Radio Supply Jobbers per List 20.00
1125 Radio Supply Jobbers, rated $5000

UP per List 15.00
714 Radio Supply Jobbers, rated 550.000

UP per List 10.00
802 Radio Mfrs. making corn/lets sets

per List 10.00
163 Radio Battery Mfrs Per Lief 9.00
200 Radio Cabinet Mfrs.. per List 4.00
852 Phonograph and Music Radio Dealer.

per Llst 10.00
02 Phonograph and Music Radio Jobbers

Per List 3.00
All guaranteed 98% correct. Ask for General
Price List all other Radio Lists.

A. F. WILLIAMS, Mgr.
166 W. Adam. Street Chicago

0049

LIST OF PARTS
One Karryadio, including self-contained

loop and folding horn.
One Bruno No. 99 Junior coil.
Two Bruno No. 18 variable condensers.
One Continental midget condenser with

panel knob.
One Dubilier Duratran.
Four Caldwell sockets.
Two Jefferson audio -frequency trans-

formers.
One 7 x IS" drilled panel.
One socket subpanel, with binding posts

and markers.
One .00025 mfd. grid condenser.
Two fixed condensers, .001 mfd.
One filament switch.
One 30 -ohm rheostat.
Three Amperites.
Two 3" dials.
One speaker unit.
One 2" dial (for tickler).
One single -circuit jack.

pp: eavwtrivi.ourrl,t,,o,,,fotrtohtbleti,i1L.caursneidinly ftnubocrst. .

the utmost out of the set. Some tunes
work better as detectors and some wot k
better as amplifiers. The condenser C6 is
optional. With some tubes it will make
the set work better, but with most, it will
not be needed. If you do not get select-
ivity, reverse the secondary of the fixed
RFT (L4L5) and also the secondary of
the baby coil. To get more regeneration
reverse the leads of the tickler coil.

,,The New Type 54
G

1
MONOTROL

Rea. U. IL Pat. Off.

Ras the aaaaa ordinary power of els stages of smell.
Mullion. 3 of radio end 3 el audio. The utmost
simplicity of tuning. Flawless tone aslant/. Etess-
timid selectivity.

if roe for booklet "W." It's FREE.

SLEEPER RADIO CORPORATION
434 Washington St. Long island City. N. V.

HOW TO BUF-D A NEUTRALIZED LOOP,
by Frank Freer. Send 1Sc for May 2 issue.
RADIO WORLD.

On Your Vacation, Take a Portable Set-Build

HAYDEN'S 4 TUBE PORTABLE
Complete Kit consisting of

One Karryadio, including self-contained loop
and folding horn.

One Bruno No. 99 Junior coil.
Two Bruno No. 18 variable candeasers.
One Continental midget condenser with panel

knob.
One DubiSer Duratran.
Four Caldwell sockets.
Two Jefferson (6 to 1 and 3 to I) audio -

frequency transformers.
One 7xI8" drilled panel.

One socket subpanel, with binding posts and
markers.

One. .00025 mfd. grid condenser.
Two fixed condensers, .001 mfd.
One filament switch.
One 30 -ohm Bruno rheostat.
Three Amperites.
Two 3" dials.
One 2" dial (for tickler).
One single-ckcuit jack.

$39.95

Diamond of the Air
Complete Kit$41.50
of parts

(With loop $46.501

3 Tube
Bruno No. 4 Tube Superdyne
66 Kit Complete Kit $39.50
$18.50 of

Tube
Bruno No.
88 Kit

$22.50

Something New
Short wave tuner
wound on quartz-
ite glass with bare
ribbon wire tun-
ing from 25-110

$meters 5
BUILD rti77
THE riiliv

Write in for
free catalogue
and hookups.

fBCLRADIO SERVICEC°

222 FULTON ST.
New York City

,11171wonaer Set
Complete Kit consisting of

1-7"x18" Panel
2-Bruno Brackets
1-Bruno 77 Quartzite Tuner
I-Bruno No. 18 Ultra- Varlo

Condenser
1-Bruno Triple Socket Strip
I-Bruno 20 Ohm Rheostat
I-Bruno 10 or 6 Ohm Rheo-

stat
1-Single leek
1 --Double Jack
2-A.F. Transformers
1-.001 Fined Condenser
1-.00025 Grid Condenser
1-2 Meg. Grid Leak
I-Filament Switch
2-4^ Dials

$22.50
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INDEX TO RADIO WORLD
APRIL 4

RADIO WORLD'S "Diamond of the Air," Part
I, by Herman Bernard, giving picture and elec-
trical diagrams.

Trouble Shooting Advice for Benson's Super-
heterodyne, by Thomas W. Benson.

The Coil Forms for the I -A Portable, Part II,
by Herbert E. Hayden, profusely illustrated by
the author.

Official List of Stations of the U. S., alphabetic-
ally arranged.

Sets for the Devotee of DX, by Capt. Peter V.
O'Rourke.

APRIL 11
An Analysis of 1 -Tube Distance -Getting Sets,

by Capt. Peter V. O'Rourke.
Nearly Ideal Coils for Use With a .001 Mfd.

Condenser, by J. E. Anderson, with tables and
diagrams.

The Coils for "The Diamond," by Herman
Bernard, Part H.

The 1925 Model Portable, Part III, by Herbert
E. Hayden.

221/2 Volt Non-acid
Rechargeable Storage

"B" Battery

Does net lege charge standing Idle. SPECIAL.-
2-22Va volts (45 volts). $5.25; 90 volts, 510.00:
1121/, volts, $12.50; 135 troth. $14.75: 157Va
volts, $16.80. Any special detector or amplifying
voltage easily had. Very easily changed. Nearly
3 years sold en a nenred tape 30 day trial offer
with template refund if not thoroughly satisfied.
Further, guaranteed 2 years. Kneek-down kits St
still greeter savings. Complete ready to run "IP"
battery charger, $2.75. Sample sell 35e. Order
direct --send no money-simply pay expressman
when delivered. or write for my free literature,
testimonials and guarantee. My fens 36-1.20
radio goods catalogue 10o. Same day shipments.
B. L Smith, 31 Washington Ave.. Danbury, Conn.

APRIL la
The 7 -Tube Super -Heterodyne As Devised by

Pressley, by Thomas W. Benson, Part I, withelectrical diagrams.
How to Make a D Coil, by Jack Norwood.
How to Wire the Diamond of the Air, Part III,

by Herman Bernard.
APRIL 25

The 1 -Tube DX Divided Circuit, by Lewis
Winner, with complete data and illustrations.

A 3 -Tube 2 -Control DX Reflex, by Brewster Lee,
with diagrams.

How to Wire the Pressley Circuit, by Thomas
W. Benson, Part II.

Diamond of the Mr, Trouble Shooting, by Her-
man Bernard.

MAY 2
The New Twinplex, a 4 -Tube DX Quality Set,

Using Reflexed Push -Pull AF, Part I, by J. E.
Anderson, with complete diagrams.

Testing. Balancing and Tuning the Pressley
Set, by Thomas W. Benson.

List of Stations, in U. S., Canada, and Cuba,
alphabetically arranged.

How to Build a Zero -Potential Loop Antenna,
by Frank Freer.

MAY 9
A Set to Cut Out Static, by Feodor Rofpatkin.
A Study of Resistance, by Lewis Winner.
How to Build the Toroid Circuit With Resist-

ance AF, by E. I. Sidney.
The 2 -Tube Earphone Tone -Marvel, by Brewster

Lee.
How to Build a Push -Pull AF Amplifier, by

Capt. Peter V. O'Rourke.
Pressley Trouble Shooting, by Neal Fitzalan.

MAY 16
How to Build the Baby Portable, by Herbert

E. Hayden.
A 4 -Tube Quality Receiver, by Brewster Lee.

SEND FOR OUR
Special Summer Sale

Bulletin
Dept. P-32

LIBERTY MAIL ORDER HOUSE
106 Liberty St New York, N. Y.

LOUD SPEAKER RECEPTION
kens either toast on three tubes.

Blueprint and instructions
Necessary low loss coil $2.50
Beautiful firdehed instrument $16.00

S. A. TWITCHELL CO.
DU Western Avenue Minneapolis, Mina

A $0 HOMIL-ILADI LOLTDSP LUCIA, lay
Harbert Z. Hayden., Is Feb. 7 issue. lin
for eery, RADIO WORLD, 1400 Breeders",

SELECTIVITY
erect DISTANCE

The ortable VOLUME
RESSLEY ) SIMPLICITY

for the first time in a portable!
A kit so complete that, with a screw -driver, a pair of pliers, and a soldering iron, any

person reasonaLly skilled with tools can comp/etrly assemble the Perfect Portable Pressley
seven -tube Super -heterodyne In a few hours' time.

The complete outfit Includes a beautiful and sturdy carrying -case of basswood, covered
entirely with Pin Seal Leatherette, made especially for this portable by the Faber
Winship Company.

The loop antenna is permanently wound inside the cover, and a built-in Crcaley
MUSiC011e Loud Speaker assures exceptional tone quality and volume;-ample apace for
batteries.

PRF-SSLEY-SANGAMO, special Airplane Super -heterodyne parts, the lightest weight
and most efficient ever designed for portability, together with the finest quality accessories,
including every necessary screw, nut and wire, with blue -prints and detailed wiring instruc-
tions comprise this wonderful portable radio receiver.

Weight with batteries, only 32 lbs.-sixe of carrying case, 21" x 12" x 7"-large com-
fortable handle.

Price without tubes and batteries $103.00

Price with tubes and batteries 134.40

(Genuine RCA or Cunningham -99 tubes and Burgess batteries.)

DEALERS-JOBBERS-WRITE!

ROSSITER, TYLER dc MeDONELL, Inc.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

136 LIBERTY STREET NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

The ShortWave Receiver Reinert., Will Use
in the Arctic, by R. H. G. Mathews.

Easily -Made Crystal Sets.
A Study of Capacity, by Lewis Winner.

MAY 23
How to Build the Diamond of the Air As a

2 -Control Set, Part L
The Function of Inductance, by Lewis Winner.
A DX Transmitter, a 5 -watt phone set, by C.

H. West.
A Powerful 3 -Tube Reflex, by H. E. Wright.
A Simple 1 -Tube DX Set for the Novice, by

Percy Warren,
MAY 30

Lindheim's 1 -Tube Reflex, by Burton Lindheim.
How to Make Your Set Tune the Entire Wave-

length Band, by J. E. Anderson.
The 5Tube Neutrodyne Set, Ono Control, by

Sidney E. Finkelstein.
Wiring the 2 -Control Diamond, by Herman

Bernard, Part II.
How to Make the Ballantine Reflex, with -

diagram, by Capt. Peter V. O'Rourke.
What You Should Know to Get Maximum Effi-

ciency, by Lewis Winner.
Six Speaker Circuits that Captivated Discerning

Fans, with the six diagrams and data how
to build them.

JUNE 6
Third Annual Vacation Number.
The Smokestack Portable, a 5 -Tube Set for

Vacation Use, by Neal Fitzalan,
A and B Battery Eliminators using Direct

Current, Part I, by P. E. Edelman.
How to Make a Wavemeter, Part I, by Lewis

Winner.
Official List of Stations, alphabetically arranged,

revised up to May 26.
Resistance AF in a RF Set That Gets DX on a

2 Controls, by Capt. Peter V. O'Rourke.
JUNE 13

How to Build Simple Short -Wave Sets, by
Herbert E. Hayden.

A Simple Push -Pull Rheostat, by A. C. S. Force,
with pictures.

A 5 -Tube, Low -Loss Neutrodyne, by Neal Fitz-
alan.

How to Use a Loop or an Aerial on the 2 -Dial
Diamond of the Air and How to Match the Coils,
by Herman Bernard.

A and B Battery Eliminators for Alternating
Current, Part II, by P. E. Edelman.

A Portable Super -Heterodyne, by Wainwright
Astor.

How to Use a Wavemeter MI Types
of Condensers, by Lewis Winner.

More DX With a Tuned Aerial, a 1 -Tube Set,
by Capt. Peter V. O'Rourke.

JUNE 20
How to Build the Diamond of the Air As a 3 -

Tube Reflex and Also As a Portable, by Herman
Bernard.

A Spare Parts Reflex, using 2 -Tubes, That
Works Great, profusely illustrated by Herbert E.
Hayden.

How to Build Wavemeters That Have No
Buzzers; Also HOW to Build an Oscillating Wave -
meter, by Lewis Winner.

A Reflex for 3 UV199 Type Tubes, for Loud
Speaker Use, by L. R. Barbley. (The Rasla
Reflex.)

How to Use the AC Light Mains for A and B
Battery Eliminators, Part III, by P. E. Edelman.

JUNE 27
The Pocketbook Portable, a 4 -Tube Set, With

Great Volume, by Burton Lindheirn.
Reverse Feedback Improved by Condenser Com-

pensation, by Prof. P. M. Gennings.
The Power House Set, 5 Tubes, 3 -Resistance

AF, by John L. Munson.
How to Become An Amateur, Lessons on Learn-

ing the Code, by Lewis Winner. (Part I of a
transmitter article.)

Experiments With Bernard's 3 -Circuit Tuner
You Can Log, by Capt. Peter V. O'Rourke.

de A RECHARGEABLE "B"
WITH A STRONG GUARANTEE

The SEE -JAY Bat ibRY has met all tests and
Is endorsed and recommended by the Washington
Information Service Bureau and more than 20.000
satisfied users. Genuine Alkaline connected ele-
ents: strictest Government test passed and recom-

mended. No drilling or wiring. Connectors crimped
under 1.000 -pound pressure. Save time. temper and
money. 100 -volt unit, $7: 140 -volt, $10. Why
Day more/ Complete assembled batteries, solution
separate. shipped dry, 100 -volt. $12.00; 140.
516.00. See -Jay unit sold on money -back guar-
antee. Write for literature and send 20e for Im-
proved sample cell. SEE-3AT Battery Co., Dept.
W. 915 Brook Ave., New York Mall order service.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

KESTER Radio SOLDER
( R aid nCo

If your dealer cannot supply you
send us 25c in postage -

CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY
CHICAGO. U. S. A.

I
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Super -Heterodyne
(Concluded from page 7)

use the suffix "dyne," and every syllable
has a meaning: "super," greater or more
than; "hetero," change; "dyne," power.
The name of the circuit explains in outline
the principle upon which the set operates.

It is a well known fact that all radio -
frequency transformers have a set fre-
quency on the amplification curve where
signals are boosted to the greatest ampli-
fication value. Let us say, for instance,
that this point happens to be 6,000 meters.
All incoming signals, before they reach the
amplifying transformers, have their wave
lengths changed to the 6,000 -meter wave,
to be amplified at that wave. In this way
the maximum amplification is attained.
After the signal has passed through the
inter -frequency transformers, it passes
through the second detector, thence
through the two stages of audio -amplifi-
cation to loud speaker.

Referring to the circuit, note the six
transformers, one filter, three inter -fre-
quency, two audio -frequency. The filter
boosts the wave to be amplified at the
fixed frequency for which the IF trans-
formers are designed. After passing
through the second detector, the signal i

THOUSANDS OP BARGAINS
FACTORY GUARANTEED MDSE. BY MAIL
Gentler. Now Radlitres or Cunningham Tahoe

ITV.199-211-3111A-WD-11-111 ..... $2.39
C299-8011-1614-011-11

Fresh Burgess or [vend* "B" Batteries
51 Si Toll large olio $1.50-45 Volt $5.110 elm $5.81

Writs for Free new Complete Catalog IS
Sets and Farts

STONE ELICTRIG CO.. 714 Plea It., 8t. Linde. glo.
All Mdse. F.O.B. St. Louis. Mo. Dept. W

Famous for Quality arid genies
Amplitron Tubes
Bonded to Give Sortie $3
UM Prfoe

Rend in your old and burnt out Sub.
-We will mid you new AMPLITRON-
any model-at 12.50
Dealers sod lobber-Write fer Dimetrets
Pennant Radio Laboratories

Dept R.W., 28 Central Ave.. Newark. N.1.

S -U -P -E -R -D -Y -N -E
SPECIALISTS

The Famous Wallace Low Loss Coll for Superdyne $7.50
The FlewellIng Condenser for Superdyne........39.00

Superdyne Advice Free. Mall Orders Solicited.

WALLACE RADIO COMPANY, Inc.
135 LIBERTY STREET NEW YORK CITY

AERIAL MAST
20 Ft. Mast $10
40 Ft. Mast 525
80 Ft. Mast $45

All steel conetruction. complete
with guy wires and masthead
pulley. We pay the freight.
S. W. HULL & CO.. Dept. E3
2048 E. 79th St., Cleveland 0.

FREE
Write for
literature

and
Blueprint

Radio and Other Technical
Books You Need

Radio Telegraph ancl Telephone Rendre. for
Besiegers $ .75

Design Data for Radio Trainmitters end Re
mivero-M. B. Sleeper .76

Whelan In the Home-D Fend .15
Commarolal Typo Radio Aponte --M. B

81 .75
A B C of Yardarm Tuboe--Lowle 1.00
Operation of Wireless Telegraph APPwattle .115
Leman In Wireless TelosrarhY .51
Radio limikups-M. B. glimw .75
Constrest len f New Typo TrainAtleetis

RogelvIng gets-M. B. Slooesr .71
1922 &emendated Call Book .59
Hew to Mke a Standard C W Set .38

Aey book cent on ....let of prim, eesteeld. 20%
dlgeount oe any two books of eamo title. The whole
Ilst et 11 books sent for

$6.45
THE COLUMBIA PRINT
1493 Broadway, New York City

Theory
amplified for volume. Eight tubes are
used. Oscillator, first detector, three inter -
frequency tubes, second detector and the
two audio -frequency amplifying tubes are
the list. This is not a large number, con-
sidering the fact that it more than doubles
the efficiency of a 4 -tube outfit.

Two terminals are provided for the loop.
No outdoor aerial or ground is recom-
mended for this set. If you desire the
utmost sensitivity, you may ground the
filament side of the loop, but this will cut
in slightly on the selectivity and the direc-
tional advantages of the loop. If you
must try. the aerial, although you may find
the atmospheric noises amplified above the
signal, place a 50 -turn honeycomb coil
across the "loop" terminals, connect the
aerial to the grid side of this coil, the
ground to the filament side, and omit the
loop.

Every condenser in the circuit is vitally
important. The super -heterodyne is not
'the type of circuit that will work "just as
well" with or without a certain condenser.
Everything shown in the circuit diagram
should be used. You will notice that a
condenser -leak is connected between the
grid of the last tube and the positive am-
plifying B battery. This is supposed to
better tone-to allow the excess voltage
that otherwise would have overloaded the
tube to leak off to ground potenial. This
is the only instrument in the set that may
be eliminated, and then only by experi-
ment will you be able to determine
whether it is advisable, according to your
own appreciation of tone.

The transformers used in this set were
Remler. The variable condensers are a
very important part of the circuit. In the
laboratory model Acme was used.

The rheostat is the Federal, designed to
stand two amperes, as this is the only
rheostat in the set. The potentiometer is
also Federal. The sockets are all Flewel-
ling. The audio -frequency transformers
are Kellogg. All fixed condensers are Du-
bilier. Jacks are Carter, filament switch
Bradley. A Radion hard -rubber panel is
used.

(Concluded next week)

RADIO
Storage "B". Battery

J,I,;:g1 Lasts Indefinitely-Pays for Itself
Economy and performance unbent ofi bejore.sLtecihnrrjfri

aeld'In:otr2dt. 7%1 gglop 11'4 Italro Ir beret:get, P.!
Reulp7p :7%.1ab.sokiMbl:;.t:e. min:: m.

aginst add, and leaag0. ortra heavy glass lam. Finny.
nursed gist... Order your. today!
SEND NO MONEY ilitsdnIndn'Ire 1"
ardor le received. Extra often 4 batteries insane. del voits0.412.fri
0,11.girerd'el....74.11=rrIonor4". "M """ti

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
1219 So. Wabash Ave.. Dept. 82 Chicago, M.
im,,rjr;:tiflt

Solid

Wo r1 cl FORRADIO
STORAGE BATTERIES
11016K-WEAF  Vi_614LWJS  101J7116VWWWJY' K0.19

KARRYADIO
Portable Radio Case-Price $15.00

The ono -cover is collapsible

USED IN HAYDEN'S
HANDSOME PORTABLE

If your dealer can't supply you,
order direct from factory.

ARMLEY RADIO CORP.
68-70 Fleet St Jersey City, N. J.

Mailing Lists
Will help you increase Oak*
0.04 for PREF) =4:r12er
eounteaodresoon
galfrairSta
Profa:aams.

99%a-r.val. 5 ¢ each

THE BABY PORTABLE, by Herbert E. Hay-
den. A 1 -tube DX set on a 734.e934" panel.
Send 30c for May 16 and 33 issues to RADIO
WORLD, 1490 Broadway, New York Qty.

HEATH'S "RADIANT" RESISTO-FORMER
The Basis of Success of the

POWER HOUSE SET
The Radio World's "Power House Set"-the epitome of
simplicity and satisfaction in radio reception-employs as the
basis of its merit the "Radiant" Resisto-Former. This 3 stage
coupled amplifier and Heath "Radiant" Condensers were in-
strumental in tuning in Dallas, Mexico, Cuba, Fort Worth and
Canada while nearby stations were broadcasting. Suitable
with any type of receiver. Details in article in this issue.

Manufactured by

Price for
RESISTO-
FORMER

$14.

HEATH RADIO & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Makers of Heath Radiant Condensers

206-210 FIRST STREET NEWARK, N. J.
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How to Make the Rectifier
and Filter for Transmitter

(Continued from page 9)
portance about the differences in types of
modulation. More data can be obtained
from the Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office, Washington,

(i?
Over 130 standard
radio parts, each
bearing the Federal
iron - clad perform-
ance guarantee.

Write for Catalog

Federal Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Omit

THE DAVEN
SUPER AMPLIFIER

3 Stages Resistance Coupled
Economical, Distortionless

I( Sales Several Hours Assembly
!se it with any garter

ils--1-kirl; - I
t -

PRICE
$15.00

OPERATONE
RADIO
TUBES

Guaranteed
the Best

Type 101A
Type 7.011
Type 199
199 with
Standard
Base EACH

Type WD12 $1.23
Malt Orders Filled.

Dealers. Jobbers.
Write for Discounts

OPERATONE TUBE CO.
Room 411

324 West 42nd Street, New York City

1 -

FIG. 7, how to connect up the rectifier tubes.
This will be described in detail next week.

D. C., by enclosing 10 cents and asking
for Scientific Paper of the Bureau of
Standards, No. 423. This leaflet contains
a batch of "dope" on modulatory systems.

Transformer -Rectifier -Filter Method
Now as to the reason why we use the

transformer, rectifier and electrical filter
method for supplying the plate voltage to
the tubes. There is one every amateur
desires, and that is a steady flow of DC
for the plate voltage, which is no easy
job for anyone to obtain. This type of
rectifier operates on both halves of the
cycle. The function of the filter is to
flatten out the ripple. We use the chemi-
cal rectifier because it is cheaper, easy to
make and very good when it operates.
See Fig. 7 for tube rectifier, which is
expensive, but also vary good. There is,
however, one objection to the chemical
kind and that is the possibility of the solu-
tion in the jars spilling out. As for the
filter, you will note that the modulation
choke coil X is in series with the filter,
which necessitates that no reactances be
placed in this circuit, as this will combine
with the inductance of the modulation
choke Toil and make the impedance of this
flow fall below the value of the impedance

Radio Batteries
-they last longer

of the average tube, which is about 4,500.
We now have a very high impedance

at 120 cycles (the number of cycles here
employed) which falls off in step, and
which never falls below 4,500 ohms, the
impedance of the tube employed, through-
out the whole audio -frequency range. We
must use a condenser having a capacity
of .02 mfd. as a balance. However, all
this theory is no good if there is no
thought given to the practical side. If
we use the above theory we would have
to use a choke coil with an inductance
of 200 henries, which is quite large and
impractical. So you see, there must be
some good electrical factor given up, so
we tune the circuit to a higher frequency,
about 230 or 240 cycles, common ones
to use. We reduce the indFctance to
approximately 25 henries, which is very
easy. These data are only experimental
and the operator actually will find out the
inductance required for his particular filter
by the "cut and try" method.

Here is some practical dope on how to
make the choke coil, which has an induct-
ance of 50 henriei. This coil is made in
similar fashion to that of the modulation
transformer. Below is the data for build-
ing the 50 henry choke coil for the differ-
ent tubes which one might want to be
used:

For a 5 -watt tube, use No. 30 enameled
wire, and 50 -watt tube No. 24 enameled

(Continued on next page)

PANELS
RADION and HARD RUBBER

RETAIL ANY SIZE WHOLESALE
PRICE LIST MAILED ON REQUEST

HARD RUBBER
SHEETS-RODS-TUBING

Spatial Hard Rubber Parts Made to Order.
Send Sample or Sketch for Quotation.

NEW YORK HARD RUBBER TURNING CO,
212 CENTRE ST. NEW YORK

EVERY SET BUILDER
NEEDS
THIS

"Morsing Bus -Bar Union"
Makes for quick assembling. Repairs

can he made by using Morsing Bus -Bar
Union without taking set apart.

Assemble round or square Bus -Bar and
solder three wires at a time. Order No.
1 for No. 14, No. 2 for 12 wire. Send
25 cents for enough for building one set,
or ten dozen for $1.00.
Newark Watch Case Material Co.
15 Ward Street Newark, N. J.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

Summer 2 -For -Price -of -1 Subscription Offer
For NEW RADIO WORLD Subscribers Ordering NOW

Radio World has made arrangements
-To offer a year's subscription for
any one of the following publications

with one year's subscription for RADIO WORLD
-RADIO NEWS or -RADIO DEALER or
-POPULAR RADIO or -RADIO JOURNAL or
-RADIO BROADCAST or -RADIO (San Francisco) or
-WIRE( F cs AGE or -BOYS' LIFE

This is the way to
-for the price of one:
-Send $6.00 today for RADIO WORLD
-for one year (regular price
-for 52 numbers)
-and select any one of the other
-eight publications for twelve months.

get two publications
-Add $1.00 a year extra for
-Canadian or Foreign postage.
-Present RADIO WORLD subscribers
-can take advantage of this offer by
-extending subscriptions one year
-if they send renewals NOW.

RADIO WORLD'S SPECIAL TWO -FOR -PRICE -OF -ONE SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City.
Enclosed find $6.00, for which send me RADIO WORLD for twelve months (52 numbers), beginning
and also without additional cost, Radio News, or Popular Radio, or Radio Sioadcast, or Wireless Age, or Radio Dealer, or Radio (San Francisco),
or Radio journal (or $10.00 for two yearly subscriptions).

Indicate if renewal. Name

Offer Good Until Street Address

July 30, 1925. City and State
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wire. There are 12,500 turns in each half
of coil. There are 2,4 lbs. of wire needed
for the winding of the 5 -watt coil and
16 lbs. for a 50 -watt type. The dimensions
of the core (5 -watt tube, dxc in diagram)
are 321"; for a 50 -watt tube, 4x3". The
width of the air gap ranges from g to
g".For the condenser a .02 mfd. fixed type
will fit the bill, which I would not advise
anyone to build it. You may use the

Dixie Solid Mahogany Cabinets
Finest quality, hand rubbed finish. Frame
for panes, piano hinge top.

75I2 Depth 7 le. $7.00
7018 8.00
7521 9.00
7:24 " 9.50
7a50 12.00

Delivered to all points in U. S. A. Satis-
faction guaranteed, or money refunded.
Special sizes made to order. Get our prices.
A few reliable agents wanted.

DIXIE,CABINET CO.
511 N. Solomon St. New Orleans. La.

Panel Sizes

RADIO _,A;;6
AND HOOK-UPS FREE

Oar great new catalog. fresh from the press. contains the
very newest In complete sets, parts and accessories-
hundreds of amazing bargains. 250.000 customers teet119
to our wonderful values and reliability. Complete in-
structions with diagrams for making most practical
Popular is FREE. SEND QUICK for your rope.

(Pleaae include name of friend who Is interested in
Radio.)

THE BARAWIK CO.
1,0.20-.[01420e. citithni.sg%

The LARGEST RADIO STORES In AMERICA

N0 other lastsElatsles ta-
eludes sash a oempLette

ttssorcreent of the hest .ed
latest Seook-Down Sun Pens
mid An...orlon Tea need
Ude book-Write for your

rang copy today!
We Save You Money 1

Our basins,. is to buy as Issas -
lantern.' and government wattle
mocks, Jobber nd dealer bank-
rupt .Lott -but only bread -new
fully guaranteed, tutionally .r-
tortlafd aiMarettia. Our eatalogue
,rammed with berginn

509 So. State St., CHICAGO, ILL, Dept. R.W.II

When in Philadelphia Stay at Ott

HOTEL WALTON
BROAD AND LOCUST STREETS

PHILADELPHIA
Half square from everywhere, fa the heart of
the shopping and theatrical district.. Cloa to all

Railroad Terminals.

Rooms
Without Bath, $3.00
With Bath, $3.50 up

Special Luncheon, 15.5e
Unusual Dinner, $1.50

AB well as a la carte service

EUGENE G. MILLER, Mgr.
H. C. CROWHURST, Amt. Mgr.

Dubilier or the Stromberg-Carlson con-
densers.

How to Make the Rectifier
We are now going to construct a lem-

ical rectifier, which is very simple do,
if all directions are carried out.

Each one of the jars which contain
chemical rectifying properties should be
able to stand 40 volts of the current,
that you are presumably attempting to

just
what

Let us take an example of
what this means. If a step-up transformer
we are employing gives 1,200 volts (sec-
ondary voltage), 30 jars should be em-
ployed, 15 on each side of the line.

Now for the jars. These can be bought
in any hardware store and may be pint
preserving jars. Instead of the usual
method of getting some hard rubber and
sawing out a round piece to fit the top
of jar, we are going to use the tin cover.
Take the cover off and exactly in the
center drill a Yz" hole. This hole is used
for putting solution in the jars so as to
minimize evaporation.

This hole will be rough. File it down
and get a piece of bakelite hard rubber
fibre or even plain soft rubber tubing that
will fit in the hole. Insert tubing and let
it drop to Yr beneath the surface of the
cover. Now drill two holes for holding
of the electrodes, these being 34" away
from the center hole on each side. Drill
holes large enough for the ordinary ma-
chine screw to pass through, 3/16" being
the common size.

The plates may be bought of Eimer and
Amend, Eighteenth Street and Third Ave-
nue, New York City. Purchase about 14
feet of absolutely pure sheet aluminum
and lead, ,4" thick. If you are mathe-
matically inclined you can find out how
many inches of plate surface are required
for so many milliamps that are being used
in the plate circuit.

For every square inch of the elements
surface, present in the solution,
amperes of current, which is on the plate
of the tubes, is to be allowed, that is,
f the plates are drawing 100 milliamperes,
then there should be allowed 2.4 square
inches on the surface of the electrodes,
which are immersed in the solution. For
he 5 -watt tube the plates should be cut

as follows : 4" long, 1" wide and 34"
hick. Cut in 1" from either end and ,A"

from both sides. The plate will then look

like a handball racket. One-half inch
from cut in section, make a right angle
bend, and drill a 3/16" hole so that the
machine screw from the top of cover
will fit. For insulation purposes, put a
4" thick piece of bakelite between plate
and cover, where the screw passes
through.

This is done to all the plates for as
many jars as is necessary in your particu-
lar case. There will be one aluminum
plate and one lead plate in every jar.
There will be 3 square inches of plate
surface for the 5 -watt tube, present in
every jar.

For the 50 -watt tube, the plate is cut
as per: 5" long, 134" wide and %" thick
cut plate same as for 5 watter, except
that there is a cut in, 2" from either end
and ,/s" from both sides. At 34" from
cut in section, make a right angle bend.
and drill hole for the screw of the cover
to fit. There are 5,4" of plate surface
here. This is the amount present in every
jar.

The solution is very simple to make.
Ordinary borax is used here. Get about
1 lb. and dissolve in distilled water. Be
sure that the solution is thoroughly
cleaned as per: Borax cannot be dis-

(Concluded an next page)

Y FR EC P.n'Ti-Z6
IF YOUR INVENTION Is new and mend It Is

patentable. Send me your sketch. Z. H.

POLACHEK. 70 Well St, New York.
Reg. Patent Attorney -Engineer

The Same Parts Used in My

Pocket Book Portable
Complete Kit $9.37

Send Money Order Now to

Burton Lindheim
331 WEST 101ST STREET

NEW YORK CITY

THE NEW RADIO TUBE

You can't lose, for Clear-
tron Is backed with
ironclad guarantee to
make good.

Designed especially for resistance

COUPLED AMPLIFIERS
Tested and approved and used

By Radio' World

HI - CONSTRON
Type C. T. 101A

Another Cleartron product-the tube that gives
greater volume, better quality at one-third the plate
voltage. Designed for Resistance, also Intermediate
steps of Superhetrodyne and in Radio frequency
receivers.

AMPLIFICATION CONSTANT 20
(Almost 3 times that of 201A)

5 VOLTS 34 AMP.

Price $3.00
Manufactured by

CLEARTRON
28 WEST 44th ST. NEW YORK
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Cells for Chemical Rectifier
solved completely by 'Aster, so mix the
solution for about 30 seconds, and then
let the borax sediment settle on bottom.
Either filter out or siphon out the clear
solution. Each jar is filled with this solu-
tion, the plates being covered up until the
cut in, on the plates are present. Put a
little rubber cork in the center hole for
prevention of evaporation. To prevent
evaporation put a Yt" coat of mineral oil
on top of solution.

We cannot yet use the rectifier, as the

NEUTRODYNE KIT $19.75
Comdata tit of Reamed Nordrodyne inns. theladlaapanel. tube sod ens. rbortata. HA, fixed gondolas's
and gold leak. Neutroferesers amulets with "astable
eendsoaers and neutrodena Wary past Inaluded man
to screws and wins. Elm read plans.
Mad N Yeasty Ordsr by PortwardPay the Pods

RADIO SURPLUS STORES
HELENA MONTANA

BATTERY, LEAD TAGSsee5+- 
AMP

X+- 
DET

SET Of TEN
T rv0 OF EACH SAFE 6. Quick l5 'mg

ASK YOUR AAAAA

IbIFD. BY PAUL CLAPIZ.0
203 LAFAYETTE ET. NEW YORK

IN THEWEST
it's "RADIO"

For Seven Years the Best
Practical Radio Magazine.

A Free Sample Copy
for the asking

PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO.
Pacific Bldg. San Francisco

The Best There Is

SHE-Have you a good detester?
HE -1 don't tell her where I go nights, but she

knows just the same

plates are not formed. Get all the jars
that you have made, connect them as per
diagram, see last week's issue, and put
them across the AC line, in series with
a 200 -watt lamp, for 10 hours. The alu-
minum plate will have light gray cover-
ing of oxide and the lead plate will have a
dark brown covering when the plates are
formed.

If after some weeks' operation, the jars
heat up, better make new jars. The alu-
minum plate will look green, if operating
perfectly, when in use with the trans-
mitter.

Put the cells in trays which have been
very carefully insulated from the earth
by a couple of large size insulators. This
is to prevent a possibility of an external
short in the line, as the line is grounded

ULTIO-veRnisR_
TUNING CONTROL

VERNIER DIAL ON t.,ttiC,-t 'NO,. CAN
THE STATIONS GEARED :0 , I Sit Viii

F,,S. 02 50 GOLD FINE,., 5", SO

PHENIX RADIO CORP., 116.F East 25 St., N.Y.C.

and if you ground the chemical cells,
good-bye rectifier.

You may use DL 1,500 honeycomb coil
for the choke coil, if you wish, that is, if
you do not desire to wind all that wire,
take 2 honeycomb coils (1,500 turns) put
around a core, such as illustrated in the
figure. They should fit snugly, around
the core.

[Part III of this series on how to build a
transmitter for amateur work will be pub-
lished next week issue of July 111

RADIO
WORLD
FROM NOW UNTIL
September 26
For $1.50
Don't fail to read RADIO
WORLD right straight
through the Summer and thus
be sure of getting the finest
service possible out of your
set.

RADIO WORLD
1493 Broadway New York City

RADIO WORLD'S QUICK -ACTION CLASSIFIED ADS.
5,650 MILES DISTANCE WITH one tube. We

power amplifier, circuit with instructions, $1.00
W. G. Conger, Independence. Missouri.

RADIO HOSPITAL: Specialists in Neutrodynes
and Super -Heterodynes, Dept. 4, Abilene, Kansas.

SUMMER STATIC CRUSHED. For $3.00 1
will mail specifications for powerful 40 to 6011
meter four -tube DX broadcast receiver of ex-
treme selectivity. Easy when you know how.
W. G. Conger, Independence, Missouri.

GETTING BETTER QUALITY FROM AUDIO,
by Brewster Lee. Last AF nage connected to
two tubes in parallel. Send 15c for May 16 issue
to RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York
City.

THE BABY PORTABLE, by Herbert IL Hay.
den. A 1 -tube DX set on a 754x954" PenaSend 30c for May 16 and X isnee to RADIO
WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City.

A POWERFUL 3-TUBL REFLEX, by I. E.
Wright. Seed 15e for May :3 Meese, RADIO
WORLD.

THE PRESSLEY SUPER -HETERO-
DYNE, described by Thomas W. Benson,
beginning in this issue, will be continued
in the April 25 and concluded in the
May 2 Issue. Send 30 cents for the April
2$ and May 2 issues to Circulation Man-
ager, Radio World, 1493 Broadway, New
York City.

DINING AND SLEEPING CAR CONDUCTORS
(White). Exp. unnecessary. We train you. Send
for book of Rules and application. Supt. Railway
Exchange, Sta. C, Loa Angeles.

AGENTS-WRITE FOR FREE. SAMPLES. Sell
Madison "Better -Made" Shirts for large Manu
facturer direct to wearer. No capital or ex-
perience required. Many earn $100 weekly and
bonus. Madison Mfrs., 501 Broadway, New York.

INEXPENSIVE AND EFFICIENT single tube
power amplifier; circuit with instruction, $1.00.
W. G. Conger, Independence, Missouri.

A PUSH-PULL AP AMPLIFIER with dia-
grams, in RADIO WORLD dosed May 9. If pee
copy. or start your sobseripties w$1 that somber.

1RADIO WORLD, 03 lkeadway, N. Y. C.

THE BLUEBIRD REFLEX 2.tube earpkoae
marvel by Capt. Peter Y. O'Rourke. Send Ille for
February 7 issue. RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broad-way. New York City.

MAKE MONEY! RADIO BUSINESS. Write
Kunkle, 192 Market Street, Newark, N. J.

2011 MILES DISTANCE with one tube. Wesend complete underotandable instructions with
panel layout, picture diagrams. eto., for lie. Or
BIG BOOKLET FREE- VESCO RADIO CO.,
Box I17-RW, Oakland, California.

A 3 -TUBE RIFLEXRD NEUTRODYNE.
Prey Warrea. Send UM ler May 10 Mese,RADIO WORLD.

PATENTS-Write for free Guide Books and
"Record of Invention Blank" before disclosinginventions. Send model or sketch of your in-
vention for our Inspection and Instructions Free.
Terms reasonable. Radio. Chemical, Mechanical,
Electrical and Trademark experts. Victor J.Evans Sr Co., 924 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

SALESMAN CALLING ON RADIO DEALERS
WANTED to handle Radio Tubes as a side line.
Thoria Tube Company, Dept. W, Middletown,
Ohio.

WILY-BUDD CRYSTAL SETS. Seed ID
Ise May 111 111.11, RADIO WORLD.

A 3 -TUBE REFLEXED NEUTRODYNE, b)
Pram Warren lead lie for May ld Mesa

RADIO WORLD.

A SET TOR REDUCING STATIC
with Magmas; is RADIO WORLD. dated May 9,
15c. per copy, or start yew- oulmortmlon wttkthat aniaber. RADIO WORLD, 1413 Broadway,
New Yogis City.

AMAZING SUMMER RECEPTION! "Radio
for Everybody" means 100% efficiency from your
set. Handbook-Working Guide-Authority. 360Pages. Sad. Profusely illustrated. Just Garb-lished1 0.17 $1.65 postpaid. (C. 0. D. It de-
sired.) Satisfaction or refund. Mail only. Is-
ventors library, Dept, 5A, 417 Wert 21st St..
New York.

A DX TRANSMITTER. by C. West, May 
issue, RADIO WORLD. 13e.
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Fans Resent
Attack On

Hook -Ups
A LETTER of complaint, published inA RADIO WORLD, June 20, denouncing

the magazine's hookups, particularly one
(from which others got excellent results)
has stirred readers. L. H. Amidon for -

WANTEDit-ou'eAu"9-";
An agent to sell Hiltons. Master Reflex Receivers
to dealers. on our plan which allows the dealer to
make summer profit. equal winter profits.

The reeehre with the "Gueranteed Beet Tees"

BILTMORE RADIO COMPANY
Best,, SO, Msg. D.Pt. R.W. 94 Green St.

ACME POWR-BEE
Better Than "B" Battery

NO HUM NO NOISE
Reduces the cost of radio. At your dealer'. er write.

THE ACME ENGINEERING CO.
Dept 8 LOUISVILLE. KY.
Dealer, write for beg gales proposition.

GLOBE Low - Loss Tuners
Always give best results
Globe Radio Equipment Co.

217 West 125th Street New York

eNew and Improved
FRESHMkN
4ASTERPIECF

5 -Team Tamed Remits Frwarney Rendvers
Sold by Awth.rssrd Frgskrnors

Dealer, Only

wards a carbon copy of a letter he wrote
to E. S. Hancock, the complainant, who
called RAmo WORLD hookups a fake. Mr.
Amidon wrote:
E. S. Hancock, Esq.

1161 S. High St.,
Columbus, 0.

Dear Sir:
Your letter to RADIO WORLD, published

in their June 20 issue, has been noticed,
and I beg to suggest that you look further
for your trouble as I'm sure you will find
it due to some fault of your own.

I haven't hooked up the particular cir-
cuit you mention, but have tried a lot
of their hookups and find them quite as
good as the average run of circuits offered
the public by any magazine. There are
a lot of good circuits, and most any of
them will perform in some manner and
usually there isn't a vast difference be-
tween any of them if properly connected
and operated.

In my earlier experimental days, and
I'm still only a rabid fan getting a lot of
kick out of radio, I used to want to blame
my troubles on someone else, but that
didn't help the set any, and it won't do
it in your case. If you use good parts,
hook it up right and learn how to oper-
ate your receiver, I'll wager it will work
and do all that is claimed for it. Maybe
you won't get signals six to ten thousand
miles away with it, but if you don't it
will be because the set isn't designed for
great DX.

I don't believe RADIO WORLD is much
disturbed by your letter as they published
it in full, and it is my suggestion that you
rebuild this circuit, do it right, use good
parts and you'll find it works, and if it
does, then send an apology to the maga-
zine, admit your error, as you should, and
keep up the good work. You'll get a
lot of kick yourself out of your set or
some other. Here's good luck to you.

Yours, a brother fan,
L. H. AMIDON.

* * *

C. G. Schlegel, Kenesaw, Neb., wrote
to RADIO WORLD:

"Just received my June 20 issue and
note the 'exposure' by E. S. Hancock. I
have tried your hookups and they sure
do work."

THE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER REINARTZ
WILL USE IN ARCTIC. Full wiring directions.
Send 15c for May 16 issue, RADIO WORLD, 1493
Broadway, New York City.

Stop Secrecy, Executive's
Advice to the Stations

EDITOR, RADIO WORLD:
I am interested in your editorial on the

subject of short waves. Since there is
so little known it might be of great ad-
vantage for stations to let people know
what they are doing and then we could
give them some ideas on the reception.

D. A. Johnston, Vice -President,
City Coal & Wood Co.,

New Britain, Conn.

Baseball Season is Here! Cash In
Now is the time to take advantage of our
special bargain prices.
Lightning Insulators, Freshman
Kits, Head Sets, Tubes, Complete Sets.

MR. DEALER. WRITE NOW FOR OUR LIST
Baseball Season is pretty near, GET READY.

THE BOWER RADIO SHOP
Wholesale Radio Reading, Michigan

OLD MAN STATIC
"KILLED" AT LAST
Statichoke Has Startled the Radio World

-Sent Direct to Radio Fans on
10 Days' Free Trial

What is claimed to be one of the greatest
modern improvements in Radio, through reduction
of static and clearer, long distance and better
quality of receetion is announced for a new im.
port- unit which is easily connected to any set.

The Statichoke, as
thin 0011 is known.
is of the transformer
Win. It coUeets the
static and other vari-
able currents outside
the set. drawing them
off through SD inde-
pendent ground as'
section. Other fea-
tures claimed for the
Statichoke are tanner
tuning, better quality

GROUND of both local end long
distance recepUon,greater seleetivity, especially on low wave lengths and

perfect eafety lightning arrester. This unit was recentlyawarded a Certificate of Merit by the Radio News of
Canada.

Owing to the limited number of Statichoke unite avail-
able for American use this season, the distributors have Bet
aside 25,000 units for diatribution direct to radio fans
for only 82.50 awn on 10 daya' free trial.

Send no money-Just your name and address to Radio
DepL. Imperial Laboratories, 9529 Coca Cola Bldg..
Kansas City, Mo.. and the Statichcke will be sent you by
insured mall. Use it for 10 days with the distinct under-
standing that If It does, not do everything claimed for It,
return it In good condition and even this special price will
be refunded. Write today and enjoy "Summer Radio." ea
this offer is fully guaranteed and you do not risk a cent.

ANTENNA
Ouraur
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The Leak That Kings and Fleets Employ
This leak is used in King George's Palace and by the U. S. Shipping Board; over 270,000 sold in last four months

Fit for
a King

Bretwood, Ltd-. Unsdon, Eng.. Sole Patentees and Owners

1/4 to 10

Megohms

The BRETWOOD Variable Grid Leak
More DX, Clearer Reception, Smoother Control in Regenerative Sets AssuredThe Bre:wood Variable Grid Leak may be installed in any set in five minutes by Jingle hole panel »taunting.

The North American Bretwood Co., 1505 Broadway, N. Y. City
Sole Distributors for United States and Canada

NOTE TO RADIO
MANUFACTURERS

Upon request, we will send any knows
radio manufacturer s .ample of the Bret -
wood Variable Grld Leak.

A sat with  FIXED Grid Leak may
work perfectly when tested, while It need.
 VARIABLE Grid Leek so that wet may
be adJueted to the locality where wad.

THE NORTH AMERICAN BRETWOOD CO.,
1505 Broadway, New York City.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find $1.50 for which you will pleas* send me one Bretwood Varlet& GridLeak prepaid. Satisfaction guaranteed or my money back after tral within is days of receiptby me.
NAME
STREET CITY
STATE
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Midsummernight's
Entertainment

Loud

ification
thst rtion" use AC
T sformers in the

u build. Insist on cm

the set you buy
all the year

Radio
:\'fC.,mdcn)

and Clear
with ACME Transformers

and

Port

OMEWHERE there's a
comfortable chair on a corn -
able porch: The heat of the

day is over. Through the soft
darkness a cool little breeze of
evening is faintly rustling the
leaves of the maple at the cor-
ner. In the depths of the chair,
the end of a cigar fitfully glows.
Out through the open window
floats clear radio music ; the
romantic strains of La Paloma,
or the Tales of Hoffman. There
is deep content in the soul of
the man in that chair, sur-
rounded by the loveliness of the
night and the soothing beauty
of music brought to him by
radio.

Can your radio do that for
you in summer time? Do you
enjoy what you hear-voices
that sound clear, music pure in
tone and quality?

ACME

Whether you have a neutro-
dyne, regen-
erative or reflex, the addition of
the Acme A-2 Audio Amplify-
ing Transformer will make it
better. They have given the
pleasure of "amplification with-
out distortion" to thousands of
people. Try them and note the
difference.

Each Acme-A-2 is tested
and carries a guarantee tag.
Use them in the set you build.
Insist on them in the set you
buy.

Send for our 40 -page book
which explains how to get the
best results with your set. Also
contains valuable wiring dia-
grams. It will help you build
a set. Mail the coupon with 10
cents.

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY
Transformer and Radio Engineers and Manufactur,'r,

Dept. L3, Cambridge, Mass.

-Ai- amplification

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY,
Dept. L3, Cambridge, Mass.

Genhemen: I am inclosing 10 cents (U. S. stamps orcoin) for a copy of your book, "Amplification WithoutDistortion."

Name

Street

City State


